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Peacemaking in Tough Times

As I write this, three months have passed since the attack on our country. In this period we have witnessed a moving sense of unity as Americans have temporarily laid aside their differences and affirmed all they cherish about our nation. We also have witnessed an ominous abrogation of civil rights, as wire tapping and surveillance have been authorized, more than 1,000 individuals with Middle Eastern lineage have been detained without charge, military tribunals have been set up that will circumvent our normal judicial process and protections, and students with foreign visas have experienced 5:30 A.M. raids and searches from the Immigration and Naturalization Service. Our national leaders have chosen to pulverize an already-staggering Afghanistan with bombing and support of ground forces in an effort to destroy the Taliban and to eliminate al-Qaida and Osama bin Laden. Because of the death and suffering consequently inflicted on innocent civilians in Afghanistan and the ethnic profiling and harassment of Muslim people here in the U.S., it is easy to grasp that these actions will lead to further alienation, resentment, and ultimately engaged assaults upon U.S. citizens, both here and abroad.

In the Forum of this issue (p. 4) you will find an extensive discussion of our Peace Testimony, prompted by Scott Simon's article (FJ Dec. 2001) "Reflections on the Events of September Eleventh." Many Friends are struggling to find meaningful and practical pacifist responses to these events. I encourage you to read through these thoughtful letters—I believe they have germane ideas that will help us to formulate appropriate actions for ourselves. In a similarly germane article, Quaker peace activist George Lakey has written "Terrorism and the Practical Idealist" (p.8), exploring how Gandhi might have reacted to the events of September 11. As we each grapple with how to bear witness in these times, I urge Friends everywhere to write to us about how you are putting your faith into action—and to share practical suggestions for all of us who are seeking alternatives to violence.

While grappling with grave concerns, there also is good news to share. I am delighted to announce that I've appointed Robert Dockhorn as our new senior editor. Bob has had a career as an educator, Quaker administrator, and editor. His teaching (he holds a Ph.D. in modern European history) has been in both Canada and the U.S. (His studies took him abroad to Germany as well.) For 16 years he actively pursued Quaker social concerns as administrator of the Testimonies and Concerns section of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. During seven years as a homemaker, caring for his three sons and his aging mother, Bob authored a weekly column, "Openings," which was circulated via the Internet. He came to us in 1999 as assistant editor and has put in an outstanding performance in that position. Bob brings enthusiasm, dedication, a seasoned eye, and great caring for individuals and the Religious Society of Friends to his work. I hope you will join me in congratulating him on this new assignment.

I also want to introduce two new volunteers. Tom Hartmann, a graduate of Haverford College and former graduate student in Russian studies at Columbia University, and a member of Radnor (Pa.) Meeting, is recovering from a serious car accident. Tom helps with circulation and editorial tasks each week and hopes that this work will help rehabilitate him for the job market. Joan Overman, our book review assistant, is a long-time Friend and member of Elmira (N.Y.) Meeting. She is a graduate of Earlham College and SUNY Geneseo and holds an MLS in Library Science. Joan was a school library media specialist in Cortland, N.Y., elementary and middle schools for 27 years and she's been an involved peace activist for many years. We are deeply grateful for the dedicated hard work of these and all of our outstanding volunteers, which makes it possible for us to be there for you every month.
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Diversity of opinion appreciated

As three conscientious objectors from the Vietnam era, and as members of Friends Meeting of Austin (T.x.), we are writing to thank you for the article by Scott Simon, "Reflections on the Events of September Eleventh" (FJ Dec. 2001), regarding pacifism and the challenges of responding to those events. While each of us may or may not agree with every point Scott Simon makes, his article encourages Quaker discourse, and reminds us that very sincere Quakers can differ in what each perceives as appropriate action.

He raises many concerns that are not often or easily expressed in meeting for worship, sometimes for fear of seeming "un-Quakerly." Pacifism is so much easier to discuss abstractly than to implement specifically. It is easy to forget that so much of Quakerism's relevance comes from eschewing dogma in favor of application of our testimonies to each new situation.

Scott Simon's article is filled with many real-world examples that challenge our individual commitment as Quakers. It is so often easier to write generally about Quaker principles than to explore real-world situations that reflect those principles in action. As with the person who said he "loved humanity, it's just people I have trouble with," it is similarly easy to say, "I love the Quaker testimonies, it's just their implementation that I have trouble with."

Your publishing Simon's article helps to make certain that a variety of Quaker voices are heard, including those that are less comfortably or clearly certain of what ought to be done. Such diversity of opinion within FRIENDS JOURNAL is appreciated.

Joe Farley, Ted Dix, Ben Keipers
Austin, Tex.

"Just War" theory?

In justifying U.S. military action in response to the events of September 11 on the grounds of self defense and the rightness of the Western cause, Scott Simon (FJ Dec. 2001) propounds a version of just war theory. That position stands in stark contrast to the 1660 Declaration by the Religious Society of Friends to King Charles II of England: "We utterly deny all outward wars and strife, and fightings with outward weapons, for any end, or under any pretense whatsoever." That declaration is the basis of the Quaker Peace Testimony. As such, we are free to disagree with it as individuals, but not as Quakers. I presume that Friend Simon recognizes this fact when he states that he is "a Quaker of not particularly good standing."

What, then, is the Quakerly response? Friend Simon states that he prefers peaceful alternatives, but that "I am not willing to lose lives for the sake of ideological consistency." If one looks at the issue ideologically, one would probably come to the same conclusion that he does, namely that Quakers and other pacifists should support U.S. military involvement because of the danger that "we" will lose. This line of reasoning conflates "we" as Quakers with "we" as U.S. citizens. Endorsing the Peace Testimony does not mean that Quakers should ask their own government to lay down its arms while everyone else does battle. It is a testimony that Quakers are called to deliver not to one side or another at some particular time, but to the whole world at all times. This has nothing to do with ideology, and everything to do with faith.

Elsewhere in the same issue (p.5), Paul Buckley writes, "Pacifism is easy if there are no enemies." The implications of this point for all Quakers are profound indeed. Pacifism was not easy in 1660, and it is not easy now. It requires the faith to see beyond the dangers and potential setbacks inherent in any specific conflict. That faith is of the sort advocated by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. when he told the world, "Right temporarily defeated is stronger than evil triumphant." It may well entail temporary defeats, because it is not oriented toward having the "good guys" come out on top until the next conflict—and in our deeply flawed world there is always a next conflict. Rather, it asks us to have the faith to look beyond this or that temporary defeat in favor of living, as George Fox put it, "in the virtue of that life and power that takes away the occasion of all wars." The Peace Testimony is not oriented toward short-term successes, or even toward long-term ones. It is a testimony with an eye to eternity.

David Shiner
Knolwood, Ill.

Points worth considering

All good pacifists should read Scott Simon's eloquent plea for peace through strength (FJ Dec. 2001). He makes some telling points that are much worth our serious consideration. I especially recommend his comments on the Oxford Union and von Ribbentrop's suggestion to Hitler that the West would not fight for its own survival. This is one of many powerful arguments he lays before us.

But I cannot accept his main argument. He has misstated the Quaker Peace Testimony, putting it in the same category as other fanatics whom he understandably condemns. Scott Simon regrets that the U.S. didn't use our military might to prevent Slobodan Milosevic's murders without recognizing that our military might also kills people. We do not agree that those who died in New York and Washington "have only their country to blame for their deaths." We do not refrain from criticizing the Taliban for enslaving women today because we once held slaves; we criticize their treatment of women because it is wrong.

In other words, he overstates his case, as shown in his tongue-in-cheek alternative to force: that we impose a unitary religious state here. There are other alternatives.

Friends do urge those in the U.S. to learn how to listen to others. I applaud Scott Simon's recognition of our need to ask, "Why do they hate us?" But he doesn't follow it up. Instead, he answers by stating that "they" hate us because they are psychotic.

Friends do believe that people of the Middle East have legitimate reasons to dislike us: they consider our support of Israel biased; they object to our military presence in Saudi Arabia near the most holy sites; they feel we are more interested in their oil than in their welfare.

Friends deplore the policies of the Taliban and of al-Qaida, but we also deplore the means our country has chosen to oppose them. Our bombs on Afghanistan are creating more "terrorists" who until now were moderate, but are deciding that bin Laden must be right. They see us as the Great Satan and now feel they must join the holy war against us. We are sowing the seeds of future conflict through our superpower overreaction. Assuming a more limited role under the aegis of the United Nations would be a more suitable response to the September tragedy with an emphasis on food, medicine, relief, reconstruction, and care for refugees.

"Let us then try what love can do."

Sam Legg
Cockeysville, Md.

More nonviolent alternatives to this war are needed

I do appreciate Scott Simon for allowing his speech and a bit of controversy to be printed in FRIENDS JOURNAL. But I must
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Some Musings on “Pacifism”

The excellent contributions on the events of September 11 in the December FRIENDS JOURNAL prompt these musings on “pacifism,” a word I seldom use because it is subject to so many misinterpretations and stereotypes.

Scott Simon, who describes his pacifism as “not absolute,” records his full support for U.S. military action in Afghanistan. I first heard Scott Simon, a most articulate, dynamic and provocative commentator, speak in person at Friends Committee on National Legislation’s 1995 annual meeting. It was clear then and certainly now that he is not a “pacifist” as usually defined. He would fight in World War II, the Balkans, and now Afghanistan. But he opposed the war in Vietnam. (Ironically, the famous Oxford Student Union debate of 1933 in which he cited to support U.S. military action in Afghanistan was used repeatedly by then Secretary of State Dean Rusk to support sending U.S. troops to Vietnam.) Scott Simon is inserting some fine anitwar messages in his current National Public Radio program when covering the war in Afghanistan. But his picking and choosing which war he supports places him in the “just war” not the “pacifist” camp. Instead of associating Quakers with “moral relativism” in dealing with “psychotics,” willingness to “lose lives for the sake of ideological consistency,” or surrendering Manhattan Island at the price of peace, he could have examined whether this war meets the demanding criteria of a just war, which include whether the violence is proportional to the provocation and whether all peaceful alternatives had been exhausted.

Despite the fact that the Religious Society of Friends is one of the three historic peace churches in the Protestant tradition, a number of individual Friends have taken the “just war” position in wars the United States has waged. In 1971 as a lobbyist for FCNL, I and many others, urged broadening the definition of conscientious objection in the draft law to include those who object to a particular war. Regrettably, that proposal for “selective conscientious objection” was defeated on the Senate floor. While the Cold War raged, many people described themselves as “nuclear pacifists” who were opposed to any use of nuclear weapons in war.

The traditional definition of pacifism is opposition to all war, the definition found in most dictionaries, the Selective Service law, and the proposed Peace Tax Fund legislation. Such pacifism can be expressed in a range of ways—from passivity, through nonresistance, to active nonviolent resistance. Individuals reach the pacifist position by many different paths. Some arrive at it on political grounds, some on humanitarian, some on economic grounds, some from family or peer pressure. But, in my view, only a deep spiritual or religious conviction, usually based on personal experience, provides a foundation firm enough to withstand the impulse to use violence when faced with terrible acts of people like Hitler, Milosevic, or Osama bin Laden. Such religious faith is often expressed by the conviction that love, compassion, and forgiveness are the quintessential attributes of God. The corollary is that every person, no matter how depraved, shares in this Spirit (that of God in every human being) and to kill that person only perpetuates the violence we oppose. One consequence, which must be faced by those taking this position, is that it may require personal sacrifice, perhaps as much as soldiers on the battlefield must face.

People who take the “absolute pacifist” position face many challenges: young men when they turn 18 and must decide whether to register for the draft; most of us when we are required to pay income taxes to support war; people who are victims of violent crimes; parents and children when confronted by bullies; politicians when they balance their personal conscience against their constituents’ views. Several of your December contributors (Carol Urner, John Paul Lederach, and others) have demonstrated how they translate faith into action through the lives they have lived and the risks they have taken.

The events of September 11 have challenged us all. One response, which I believe is consistent with a pacifist position, sees law and order as the best nonviolent alternative to war we humans are yet capable of. Most Friends, like William Penn as governor, are not anarchists—even while they recognize there is a “more excellent way” (1 Cor. 12:31) and that the rule of law must be infused with compassion and forgiveness as an integral part of justice.

The near universal condemnation of the September 11 attack created the platform for a huge leap forward in international law and order. Many of us felt a surge of hope as several weeks passed after September 11 while the U.S. gathered a worldwide consensus against these criminal acts, and launched a full scale political, economic, and investigative effort to find, isolate, and bring to justice those who were behind them. It seemed conceivable that the U.S. would do the unexpected, not the expected, and deny Osama bin Laden the martyrdom he sought through war. But the drive for the traditional military response proved irresistible to U.S. policymakers.

We know that the decision to go to war will have consequences. History shows that violence breeds violence. This war is teaching young people who follow Osama bin Laden and al-Qaeda, as well as the youth of the U.S., that the way their leaders respond to violence is to use more violence. Moreover, the end of the global “war on terrorism” proclaimed by the president is nowhere in sight. Greatly expanded U.S. military action against Iraq is proposed. The war in Afghanistan may cause increased violence in the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. More terrorist acts in the United States are expected, even as our traditional freedoms are seriously eroded.

We cannot know what lay down the road not taken. We have it on good authority (Rom. 12:21) that evil is not overcome by evil; evil is overcome by good. We have been deprived of the energy and creative new directions that could have flowed from a nonviolent response. Yet, even in this difficult situation, we must persevere in supporting those individuals, ideas, and proposals that are compassionate, constructive, life giving, and life supporting. With nonpacifist George Washington, we can say, “Let us raise a standard to which the wise and honest can repair. The event is in the hands of God.”

Edward F. Snyder
Bar Harbor, Maine

Edward F. Snyder is executive secretary emeritus of FCNL, and represented FCNL from 1955 to 1990. He is a member of Acadia (Maine) Friends Meeting.
calculation as to benefits or costs. Certainly, when carried into the political arena, there are calculated tactics—such as Gandhi sitting on his hands during World War II—that can be carried out inconsistently, but the underlying faith remains and if one has it, it can't be compromised. (Scott might have chosen not to speak out so forcefully had he followed Gandhi's example in this instance.) Another point in this sentence is his asserted willingness, but actual failure, to give any consideration to peaceful alternatives. Let us hear from him the peaceful alternatives he has obviously (and swiftly) rejected. Instead, he later sets up a false—almost silly in its hysteria—dichotomy: either war or "surrender Manhattan ...and relocate Israel piece by piece." Not only are these not the only alternatives, but he must see the irony in that it is Palestine, not Israel, that is currently suffering relocation piece by settlement piece.

Whatever the numerous faults his rhetorical approach has landed him in, Simon is filing a vacuum left by the dearth of informed nonviolent alternatives to this war. John Paul Lederach's excellent statement (FJ Dec. 2001) is a beginning, but the Journal would do well to solicit others. We must have powerful, positive, and realistic alternatives—as well as challenges and critiques—to help us in promoting peace to those who are not pacifists and in clarifying our often muddled response. American Friends Service Committee's "No More Victims" campaign is a cry from the heart, but not a course of action. In this regard, I plead with Scott Simon to arm us with the truth by returning to his important work of unmasking the news. We need to see clearly the forces at work in the world and for him to leave the promotions for unity to the leaders who hide behind it while obfuscating their own intimate links to the rise of terrorism. Come back, Scott! The City on the Hill is still waiting to be built; it ain't Washington, even though we do love it.

L. Laird Holly
Medford, N.J.

Half truths are falsehoods

There are two statements that have come into our language in the past 60 years or so. They are sometimes expressed in different words, but similar intended meanings: "Pacifism kills people" and "Bombing saves lives." One might be reasonable in saying that there is a bit of truth in each of these statements, marginal truth. To my mind, the marginality of the truth makes these statements half-truths, and therefore they are false. "Pacifism kills people" and "Bombing saves lives" are two more indications of the impoverishment of our language and U.S. cultural dishonesty. The truth is: "Pacifism kills no one" and "Bombing saves no one."

Chris Darlington
Medford, N.J.

Is pacifism a kind of moral relativism?

Thank you for the two fine articles (FJ Dec. 2001) responding to September 11th, one of them a thoughtful challenge to the Peace Testimony.

In opposing an absolutist pacifist ideology, Scott Simon recalls World War II as a time when he would have enlisted. I can see that. Although I have nothing but admiration for pacifists who became COs here and for Friends in Europe who risked, incidentally killing lots of innocent people protect the people of the U.S.? Not only are these not the only statements half-truths, and therefore they are false. "Pacifism kills people" and "Bombing saves lives" are two more indications of the impoverishment of our language and U.S. cultural dishonesty. The truth is: "Pacifism kills no one" and "Bombing saves no one."

Chris Darlington
Medford, N.J.

Is pacifism a kind of moral relativism?

While agreeing with Scott Simon's remarks on contemporary moral relativism, I was unable to follow him in his interpretation of a pacifist response to September 11 as a kind of moral relativism. Post-September 11 pacifists are not moral relativists. I am one of them, probably a typical one, and I love my country. I feel very lucky to be a citizen of the U.S. I want my country to do what is morally right in the new post-September 11 world, in ways suggested in John Paul Lederach's article ("The Challenge of Terror: A Traveling Essay," FJ Dec. 2001). And that is, I believe, our best protection in the long run.

Zandra Moberg
Clarks Summit, Pa.

What is continuing revelation for us now?

Having read parts of the December 2001 issue, I feel compelled to write. The kernel of my thought occurred prior to this reading, but I am now in a position of needing to speak with trembling and quaking. Scott Simon dared to express the complexity of living in this modern world in a time of fear, pain, and distrust. Our history as a country is a mixed bag: great ideals with imperfect execution. At a point in crisis, all of this comes into view with a need for appropriate response and action.

I am very aware of the pacifist roots of our Religious Society, and I am also aware of the one tenet that is unique to Friends: the fact that the "truth" is always being revealed. I personally have struggled with the dilemma of what to do, given the attack on the World Trade Center. The reconciliation is an uneasy one in my own mind, but it is my sense that Scott Simon is writing, with discernment, about the issues involved and has arrived at a conclusion very similar to my own. I know from ministry in my meeting that this does not sit easily on the shoulders of those who do not believe in war at any cost. Personally, this view and potential action, does not negate "that of God" in everyone for me. To stand up and, not with a spirit of revenge, to intervene before the terrorism escalates killing even more "innocent victims" is essential.

One of the problematic areas for me continues to be with the probable "imperfect" actions of those in positions of power in our government and military. I worry about their process of discernment even under the most ideal circumstances, much less under the imperfect circumstances in which we find ourselves. I suggest that we
Commitment to nonviolence is spiritual

I'm moved to share a few thoughts stimulated by Scott Simon's article (FJ Dec. 2001) and by similar concerns I've heard expressed by other Friends.

The Religious Society of Friends is neither a political party nor a thick tank devoted to foreign policy; it is a religion. The commitment of Friends to nonviolence is a spiritual one. How that commitment relates to behavior in time of attacks upon us is a matter for each of us to determine. The purported advice of George Fox that William Penn should wear his sword as long as he could might well be matched by comparable advice to contemporary Friends to practice our commitment to nonviolence as long as we can. Maintaining that commitment as long as possible makes us seek alternative solutions to problems.

Searching for those alternatives makes us better people, and, when we find them, makes the world a better place.

It isn't true that pacifists exist only as a shield provided by those willing to employ violence. Many pacifists are not Friends, not Christians, not residents of societies that protect them. It is true that many pacifists as many parts of the world practice nonviolence to the extent they are able and many suffer greatly, including death, as a consequence.

Those committed to nonviolence often can and do make significant contributions to meeting human need in periods of violence and warfare. It is also true that methods of nonviolence have resulted in many and probably most of the advances in human well-being. The main point to be recognized, however, is that the spiritual source of a commitment to nonviolence has little or nothing to do with its political or military effectiveness.

With regard to such effectiveness, there are methods of nonviolent resistance available but for which we're not prepared. They require extensive training and great commitment. In practical terms, our present awareness and readiness to use these methods makes them impractical. My purpose is not served by discussing them here. Viewing pacifism merely as passively lying down and being trampled upon, however, is equivalent to thinking of warfare as a process of throwing stones and using slingshots.

Of the methods that may be available to us, none is likely to be meaningful if we remain ignorant of the causes of violence. Two major causes we frequently overlook: 1) creating environments in which people grow up ignorant of any alternative to violence, and 2) conditions of life that drive people in desperation to the use of violence after all the alternatives they've tried have resulted in failure.

Many people encounter violence as the constant and seemingly only means of solving conflicts they experience at any level. It also is evident that when people are denied fulfillment of basic needs—including physical needs, but also respect and self-determination—then others dominate, exploit, push them around, and efforts to overcome this by many methods over a long time fail, they may finally feel driven to violence as a last resort. I believe it is a great mistake to assert that those who attack us now hate us because they are psychotics. That may be true of some of them, but a few psychotics cannot generate the level of hatred that will move so many as to constitute a real threat to our national safety.

The basic cause of the hatred, which we should face as reality, without in any way denying our virtues, is that in the minds of millions throughout the world we are perceived—correctly or incorrectly—as dominating, exploiting, pushing others around, denying their rights of self-

determination, failing to respect their human rights, and (when they perceive the contrast between their poverty and our over-consumption) somehow responsible for their impoverishment. The parallel drawn between generals and peacemakers who "prepare to fight the last war, not the next one" is of interest. I suggest a different type of error by those in the midst of conflict who fight the present war without consideration of the next one or, more accurately, the next major eruption. Someone must pay attention to the real causes of what is, actually, a continuous war to meet human need—physical and psychological—all around the world. If attention is not paid to this, as it has not been to the degree necessary, the war will continue long beyond any success we achieve in protecting ourselves from the current attack and in eliminating the present crop of "psychotics."

For me, the motivation and strength to pay proper attention is a spiritual one. Admittedly, the commitment to nonviolence has not so far been sufficient to bring peace to the Earth; nor, obviously, has violence and warfare solved the basic problems. There is a need to truly focus our attention on causes. We will not do so if we limit ourselves to self-protection and to the treatment of "psychotics." Such a limitation is a distraction, and, as such, counterproductive.

Martin Cobin
Boulder, Colo.

In what do we have faith?

I appreciate your publication of the article by Scott Simon (FJ Dec. 2001) giving us his reflections on the current war situation. I do not agree with his conclusions or his assumptions, but I think it is important to have his kind of thinking expressed because it serves as a challenge to those of us who have a faith commitment to the peaceful resolution of conflicts.

Scott Simon makes his faith plain when he says, "It's about American power intervening to save lives in a circumstance where only American power can be effective." The core of his faith is military power. It would have been nice if he could...
When I encountered Quakerism for the first time as a young man, I was struck by the sheer boldness of early Friends in following the Light. I tried to imagine, for example, an argument between a Quaker who had decided to take his family to farm in the new colony of Pennsylvania and his non-Friend neighbor:

But surely you're not going to that wild place without a gun? The savages will kill you! Even if you're willing to risk that possibility for yourself, will you let your scruples get your family slaughtered?

With historical hindsight, we now know that the nonviolent Quakers were the safest people on the frontier. It turned out they were very practical idealists. At the time, however, they must have been amazingly brave—or faithful to their calling.

As a Quaker attender I was also introduced to Gandhi, another practical idealist, who was determined to put "the ploughshare of normative principle into the hard soil of political reality," as Martin Buber put it. These days we might say Gandhi thought outside the box. He said about himself that he was "a politician trying to be a saint."

Gandhi confronted nonviolently the largest empire the world had ever known, not to mention countless evils in his own backyard. Even during World War II he launched a nationwide offensive against British rule (the 1942 "Quit India" campaign) and sent associates to the part of India where the Japanese would most likely invade, to begin to organize villagers for nonviolent resistance to threatened Japanese invasion.

No one could say Gandhi was an idealist removed from the power struggles of his time. As an activist, I've read Gandhi over and over to inspire me to out-of-the-box thinking. These days I ask, what might he, the father of his nation, have advised U.S. power holders who carry responsibility for our nation in the wake of September 11?

He surely would have advised national leaders to assist us to grieve deeply and to...
set aside time for praying and searching. Gandhi's style was "from the inside out"; he expected wisdom to emerge from the inner surrender to Truth, and he found that this spiritual work could be a collective process as well as individual.

I imagine he would have urged putting the response to al-Qaeda in the framework of law enforcement rather than war. It is obvious that normal conditions for law enforcement don't exist for this case, and he might see that as both a challenge and an opportunity. Gandhi's genius as a visionary leader was to make his immediate actions point toward the emergence of something-not-yet-realized. He was one of the most effective nation-builders the world has seen, in a subcontinent ripe with bewildering diversities and hostilities, because he believed in the consistency of ends and means.

Not unlike William Penn in this way, Gandhi's brilliance lay in a two-fold strategy: first, to be able to perceive the possibility of a new emergent order in the midst of chaos; and second, to refuse to undermine that possibility by means that make the emergence impossible.

This strategy is what most marks the difference between political innovators and the leaders who run their people off cliffs by operating within conventional wisdom. Gandhi knew that without a vision the people perish. And he insisted on the means/ends linkage; he saw means or methods of action as ingredients that largely determine the future. He had no faith that figs will grow from thistles.

Gandhi, like another amazing nationbuilder, Nelson Mandela, liked to operate politically from the moral high ground. He would surely have pointed out to U.S. power holders that a window appeared in September in which the U.S. held the moral high ground—an unusual circumstance as those of us who get out and join the treaty for the international criminal court, join the land mines agreement (land mines may be the most murderous of terrorist instruments, and the U.S. wants to keep making and using them), join the Kyoto agreement on pollution, forgive Third World debts, fundamentally revise our approach to the Middle East, and on and on. Gandhi liked to bring humor to the table, so he would probably have a twinkle in his eye as he'd point out to U.S. power holders that we can't be both one of the world's greatest impediments to community and also expect global community to be there when it's convenient for us.

Even as we would be getting our own house in order, becoming an accountable state among states, new kinds of collaboration would become possible for bringing criminals to justice, including al-Qaeda.

In addition to seizing the opportunity for immediate initiatives toward global structures of accountability, Gandhi would surely advise a response to Afghanistan along these lines: "Those of us with family members and friends killed on September 11 know the harsh pain of loss. We wouldn't want others to have to go through the suffering of the needless loss of their loved ones. Yet we are newly aware that famine and decades of war confront millions of Afghans with the possibility of starving this winter. We realize that previous U.S. governments played a role in causing this crisis, both by what we have done and also by what we have left undone. Let's forge a new relationship that's not about the Cold War, nor about oil, but about the interdependence that provides the only path to security for all our peoples. We begin today to work with the UN and international nongovernmental organizations to be sure you can eat this winter. We propose the creation of a peace zone throughout Afghanistan, where the focus is on food, shelter, healthcare, and infrastructure. We want to make sure those who died on September 11 did not die in vain: it is time the world learns that 'the security of each lies in the security of all.'"

The terrorist's strategy

When terror is used as an instrument of mobilization, which is how movements against colonialism often used it, the basic dynamic is obvious: I kill, you retaliate disproportionately and move to protect your privileged friends, the people who lean toward my cause but haven't been active are propelled into motion, my movement grows.

In Vietnam the National Liberation Front used terror for this goal: as an instrument for mobilization. A favorite tactic, for example, was to kill the village chief; the government's army then comes and wipes out the village in retaliation, and people in adjoining villages, having seen the government's disproportionate violence, then join the National Liberation Front. For years the power holders in France, and later in the U.S., made the same, predictable response to terror: violent retaliation, until each in turn was thrown out of Vietnam.

Osama bin Laden clearly wanted to mobilize a vast movement, and like so many before him, he knew that terror can help to do this. Again, the success of terror depends on the reaction of the opponent, a condition the U.S. power holders are dutifully satisfying. As in Vietnam for the National Liberation Front, the violent behavior of the U.S. could turn out to have been a giant recruiter for al-Qaeda.

Given the self-defeating character of massive violent retaliation, creating a nonviolent alternative does not seem to me as big a risk as even those early Quakers took coming to Pennsylvania.

Strategy for Quakers

I notice that some of today's advocates of violent retaliation take a tough-minded tone: "The U.S. must be strong and do whatever it takes."

My challenge would be: How tough are you? Are you really willing to do whatever it takes? What about getting out of the box, giving up the dominator role, addressing poverty, and supporting the growth of world community rather than empire?

How tough are you? Are you really willing to do whatever it takes? What about getting out of the box, giving up the dominator role, addressing poverty, and supporting the growth of world community rather than empire?
Words and The Word

by Marty Paxson Grundy

God is mystery. The Divine is transcendent—bigger than our minds can comprehend, and also infinitely "other" than human. The Divine is also immanent—deep within us and amazingly familiar and accessible, as is our own deepest selves. The Religious Society of Friends is based on the assumption that this Divine Mystery connects with us individually and corporately. Virtually all faith traditions wrestle with the conundrum of how we humans can "know" this Divine Mystery. From our earliest days, Friends have assumed that all an individual can ever really know about God, about truth and love, about the Divine, is what he or she has actually inwardly experienced. It is an inward, intuitive knowing. For each of us, that is where we stand.

Quakerism has been called a mystical faith, and one definition of that involves having some sort of personal experience of the Divine. Such experiences vary widely, perhaps as widely as there are humans on Earth. Paradoxically, they also frequently fall into certain patterns. Some are vivid and immediately life-changing. Others are very subtle, so that the individual may not even think there has been an encounter, and only in retrospect can one see that something has happened. Ultimately, it is difficult to speak of mystical experiences in ways that hold true for all. Trying to use our limited vocabulary to describe the tremendous variety of personal experiences can be even more difficult and downright stultifying.

Friends have assumed that it is the same divine source for all of these experiences. Friends then find unity not in the words describing the experiences, but in the experiences themselves. I have faith that your experience of the Divine is an experience of the same divinity that is the source of my experience. Friends also have faith that all together we can be united in the presence of the Holy One in a time of gathered worship or the hush of unity during a meeting for business.

Rather than trying to define "mystical experience," it seems more fruitful to look at the act of describing an experience. Because experiences of the Divine can be so personal, so powerful, so profound, they need to be deeply pondered. I believe that the human condition requires us to reflect deeply and frequently on any such experiences. Raw experience must be coupled with deep consideration in order to provide meaning. In order to think about something, we must put it into words or images. If we never think about it, never try to find the words or mental images by which we remind ourselves what has happened, then the experience dissipates over time. It loses substance and becomes ephemeral.
We must continue, Sisyphus-like, to try to put into words our experience of the Divine. If we do not try, the experience gradually dissolves; if we do try, we fail to convey the entirety of the experience. Is this cause for despair? Not at all, but it is a basic reason for coming together as a faith community, and as a meeting. We need to tell each other our experiences of the Divine. We need to hear each other’s stories; each other’s fumbling words, images, and metaphors. Gradually, together we can build up a deeper understanding of the nature of God, and of divine relationship with human beings. Hearing other people’s experiences stretches our own imagination; it opens possibilities for us, and it enlarges our understanding of our own experiences.

For the first 150 years, Friends shared a common set of words, images, and metaphors, based on those in the Bible, to describe their experiences of the Divine. This shared language was like a code, or a shorthand. A single phrase would direct the listener to a specific story in the Bible, to previous messages in meeting for worship or in Friends literature, and—perhaps most importantly—to their own personal experiences understood through this lens.

Our branch of Friends no longer has a common language; in fact, some of us have prided ourselves on discarding it. One result is that each individual seeker feels free to pick and choose from any set of images, stories, or metaphors that appeal. There is no shared cultural baggage; each phrase can be heard as in a vacuum: clean, and without references.

While this can be considered an impressive gain, what we have lost is a sense of common purpose, of being gathered into one body with experiences rooted in the same Godhead. Another result is that...
Ursula K. LeGuin has a very short story entitled “She Un-Names Them” in which Eve removes the names that Adam has hung on all the animals, hands him back her own name, and leaves, walking away into unlabeled, unrulled Creation.

Another perspective on naming is offered by Ed Sanders in his essay “Green Economics”:

I don’t think it’s enough to want to protect it. You have to study nature down to molecular specificity. Learn to name the plants, the bark, the algae, the species in such intricate detail as to surround them with your fierce protective poetry.

These two writings capture two sides of the act of naming. LeGuin’s focus is that naming gives the namer a sense of control over the named—a sense of control that may be misguided and unhelpful. That sense of control over nature may be the foundation stone for the fairy-castle illusion that our society has built: that we are separate from, above, and in power over the rest of nature.

Sanders, on the other hand, focuses on the intimacy and awareness that is gained when we learn the names of things. Instead of being surrounded by an inscrutable mass of green, they begin to see individuals—because they have learned their names. “Look, here’s some wild ginger!” “You see the bloodroot?” “There’s a whole lot of jewelweed here; watch out for poison ivy.” They don’t see everything but they see much more, and sometimes they wonder about the names of the creatures they haven’t met yet. They ask, they look in their books. They notice more and they care more.

Once, on a hike with a friend who was going to co-lead a seminar called “Writing into the Wild” with me, we disputed just this point. She argued against identifying plants for our seminar participants because nameless wonder was a better, truer way of knowing the wildness of the woods. Names would merely mediate, distance, and give that illusion of control that was contrary to the very idea of wildness. I argued that learning the names is like being introduced to any new acquaintance: the beginning of attention and connection, the beginning of relationship. It is almost impossible for humans to perceive something for which they have no names, I claimed.

We never resolved our dispute, but I now see it as a miniature version of a more embracing conflict in my life. If I am torn between naming and not naming the Carolina wren, the kudzu, and the mica in the woods, how much greater the tension about naming, or un-naming, the great creative Mystery to which I give allegiance? Lao-Tse tells us, “The name that can be named is not the eternal name.”

Towards the end of my “atheist age,” someone in my Quaker meeting shared with me a quotation about atheism’s being an essential developmental stage for a believer. “Huh?” Atheism, he explained, is the stage in which the mental image of divinity is destroyed, and this destruction makes room for the experience of a divinity different from your fantasy of the divine. I’ve thought a lot about this since then. I think it may be what is behind the prohibitions against making “graven images” in Judaism, Islam, and some parts of Christianity—it is too easy to confuse our own (mental or graven metal) constructs with whatever might really be there. That seed of insight sprouted a poem I called “Smashing the Idol.” For me, it was a declaration of independence and a new beginning:
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FRIENDS

No.
I don’t believe.
And if there were such a god, honor would oppose him, not worship him.

Even if he held all the cards, the heavy artillery and the keys to hell, I would join the Underground.

I would study that god, learn his weaknesses and fight him, even without hope. I would not be alone.

No. There are others. We would fling ourselves at that god, no single one of us, perhaps, denting his mighty armor.

But over the ages, perhaps, even Jehovah would go down, buried under our tiny souls like a bull elephant under sand.

And then we might begin.

NEXT

I cannot call you “God.”
That word was stolen by an iron monster with iron feet who sewed my lips shut with wire.

I may listen for you in the barrens.
I may press my ear into the earth.
I may sit silent so that I can hear.
But you will have to have another name.

When I was in nursing school, I invited my roommate and her tiny toddler, Sara, to my cappeing. Sara sat peacefully through the first part of the ceremonies, but as the stream of white-clad women began to trail solemnly across the stage to be capped, a sweet voice from the audience demanded loudly, “Where’s my Donna Glee?” In that mass of strangers, Sara was interested in exactly one—her Donna Glee. She had not heard her parents or me use “my” in that claiming way. She found that word on her own. That little “my” can carry both the power of possession (“it’s mine, I own and control it and, by the way, you don’t”) and the care of relationship (“my Donna Glee”). In the same way, naming seems to be a coin with two faces. On the one hand, naming seems to be almost a prerequisite for human relationship: can we get to the I-Thou if we don’t have a name for ‘Thou? On the other hand, we name our children, our pets, and the lands we “discover” as we claim possession and control.

In “The Rule of Names,” another short story dealing with this theme, Ursula K. LeGuin tells us, “To speak the name is to control the thing.”

Is it possible to relate to a nameless divinity? Is it possible to refrain from the fantasy of owning or controlling a divinity we name?

If fleeing away from naming divinity has to do with turning away from a kind of idolatry, then it is relevant to consider that idolatry is not the making of images but the “rendering unto” the images which is due to their source. By analogy, the speech act that we call “naming” would not be the problem. The trouble would come when we “render unto” the signifier the awe and respect that is due to the signified.

In the Christian fundamentalist world in which I was raised and still move about, that is just what happens in the taboo against “taking the Lord’s name in vain.” Saying “Oh, God!” is a sin because the syllable “go-d” is the name of divinity and must be rendered the same awe and respect that is due divinity itself.

“Taking the Lord’s name in vain” is so coupled in my mind with the taboo against swearing that it’s hard to imagine what it meant before that interpretation. The Jerusalem Bible phrases the commandment: “You shall not utter the name of Yahweh your God to misuse it” (Exodus 20:4). There’s more than one way to misuse a name: to hurt, to lie, to wield power over, to create conflict, to tangle and tear the web. Could the ultimate misuse of the name be to attach to it the reverence that is due to, is the natural consequence of, touching divinity itself?
Young Adult Quaker Ministers

Mary Fisher and Elizabeth Fletcher

by Barbara Luetke-Stahlman

“高龄人年轻的灵魂，并且这些年轻人在年轻的时候成为经验丰富的灵性领袖。”
—Deborah Fisch

Having Quaker children of my own who are in their teen and young adult years, I began in the winter of 2000 to research the stories of youth and young adults who lived in England at a time when the Religious Society of Friends was in its youth itself. I found short descriptions of young people who accomplished remarkable things compared to others of their age as well as to the adults of the time. Yet I realized that seldom was age mentioned, let alone emphasized, in the recounting of Quaker history, even though George Fox and many of those he attracted were young and living in the homes of their parents when they began to seek or became “convinced” to join this new religious sect.

The first story I found was about a 17th-century youth named Elizabeth Fletcher. I didn’t record the source and have since not been able to locate it; however, the few lines I read touched me deeply and filled me with questions. Why would such a young woman be moved to travel and endure extreme pain and misery for her religious beliefs? How did Fletcher’s 17th-century faith compare with mine of today?

I continued to gather stories of remarkable Quaker youth in the 17th century and wrote a book about them. It is one book in a planned series of stories from the 17th, 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries. I hope that the stories I share here will encourage Friends to hold me in the Light as I continue this project.

Mary Fisher

In 1651, when George Fox was 27 years old, he traveled and preached throughout Yorkshire in the central part of England. In late December he visited the large home of Richard Tomlinson in the town of Selby and met an indentured maid of unusual character, Mary Fisher, who was a year or so older than Fox.

All the members of the Tomlinson home, including the servants, were convinced during that visit by Fox. They had been taxed all their lives, paying ministers and priests for religious guidance. Now as they talked with Fox they realized that

I believe that some young people have old souls and that these young people become seasoned spiritual leaders at an early age if they follow their Guide and have oversight.”
—Deborah Fisch
they did not need another to interpret God’s word, but instead could communicate directly with the Divine Spirit. Fox was on fire with this truth, and Fisher, led to preach as well, was released from service with the Tomlinsons to do so.

To heed the call and travel in 17th-century England as a Quaker minister, especially for women, was difficult. The courage she demonstrated might be likened to a woman appearing in public uncovered in Afghanistan today. No one had ever entrusted leadership responsibilities of any kind to Fisher. She was uneducated and certainly unaccustomed to public speaking. According to Phyllis Mack in *Visionary Women,* that Fisher found a public voice was the fruit of her own intelligence and political activism, displaying an understanding of the economic and political issues of the day and turning language into a form of political resistance. In an early letter to a judge she wrote with conviction, “Let the oppressed go free!”

Now freed herself, but without property or political status, Fisher was able to experience a self-realization as she traveled. In a world where female freedom was carefully curbed, the liberty to believe what she willed was the first step to personal independence.

How exciting it was for others to witness servants and free people alike being called to travel and preach as Friends. The message in the action was clear: the Spirit was available to everyone, equally. It was not only the ruling class that could enjoy a personal relationship with the Divine Spirit, as most of Fisher’s peers believed, but everyone, rich or poor, man or woman, noble or servant. All persons could listen to the Spirit in their hearts and live a life in accord with the spiritual messages they heard. Thus, they could experience baptism with each challenge to right living, and salvation with each courageous action taken.

Fisher now understood that it was possible for her to experience the pure nature Fox described, as it was for all who were willing to sit quietly and wait upon God. Especially when she was traveling and preaching, Fisher rose above gender and class distinctions and through tests of faith she gained a spiritual identity more real than simply that of a daughter or servant. As Phyllis Mack writes of Fisher, “The soul of the prophet as was one touched by the magic wand of Divine Light.” It was an empowering message that George Fox and the other Friends were preaching!

William Braithwaite, in *The Beginnings of Quakerism,* notes that group life among the early Quakers began inevitably from the first young Friends’ finding fellowship with Fox. Fox was fun to be with; he exercised no authority and was loving and compassionate. Fox was ready to forgive; he was an excellent spirit among them; he ate little and slept less. “The inwardness and weight of his spirit, the reverence and solemnity of his address and behavior, the fewness and fullness of his words, have often struck even strangers with admiration,” wrote William Penn in his preface to George Fox’s *Journal.*

The constables, justices, priests, and ministers were not pleased with Fox and his followers. How could the authorities allow Fisher and others to stand in the market and preach as men were paid to do in churches? And Mary Fisher wore plain clothes for goodness sake! Unlike other women prophets of the time, she was void of buttons, lace, and trimming. How dare she tell nobles, merchants, and farmers they shouldn’t pay taxes to the clergy, that to pay for religious guidance was not a practice based on Scripture.

The authorities weren’t accustomed to having women, indeed servant girls, judging their behavior. It must be, thought most, that visionary women who would stand in the market cross and speak so boldly were witches or whores.

Young Dorothy Waugh, for example, had tried to preach in Carlisle. Magistrates there had put a bridle on her head and a stone weight in her mouth as punishment for speaking out in public. The bridle included a tongue plate and gag. There was a three-inch bit with a bulb at one end and nine pins—three facing up, three facing down, and three facing back. The rusted prongs spiked through the tender tongues of women considered outspoken by the men in community positions of authority. The justices tied Waugh in the market cross, mocking her as villagers shopped and shared opinions of the day. What perhaps saved her life, according to Phyllis Mack, was her persuasive argument that she wasn’t purposely acting assertively, but was, in fact, “preaching against her will.” Feeling called by God, she could avoid the scrutiny of no one, speaking in church yards, private houses, and before the doors of Parliament. She sought to trigger the audience and propel herself into self-reflection and

Mary Fisher had heard the Spirit’s command and she had to obey. The personal risk she took in preaching, as well as the conditions she endured after her arrest, are signs of the strength of her conviction.
inward repentance, proving the authenticity of her message by withstanding being punched, bludgeoned, whipped, and jailed.

Given the harsh punishment for women deemed a threat to the social order, it's not surprising that Fisher was arrested for arguing with the minister of Selby shortly after her conviction by Fox. Fisher believed herself to be a human transmitter of divine knowledge. She had heard the Spirit's command and she had to obey. The personal risk Fisher took in preaching, as well as the conditions she endured in York Castle after her arrest, are signs of the strength of her conviction. Her civil disobedience did not go unnoticed by many contemporaries. They saw that her inspiration was genuine and they hungered to know more about the Friends.

A year later, in 1653, Fisher traveled with Elizabeth Williams, an older woman who may have taught her to read and write. Quakerism made these women peers, no matter their previous status. Although it is unknown how the women traveled, Stevie Davies, in Impassioned Clay, suggested that it probably was on foot, down paths strewn with leaves that could hardly be considered roads. They slept in barns, pig-troughs, and ditches; washed in streams, and ate dark bread and whimberrries. Sometimes they had to break pond ice to get drinking water. They wore their hair loose, up under the wide hats of men. They wore men's clothing as well, so they wouldn't be beaten or raped along the roadside.

The two women walked to Cambridge, England, to argue with the young theologians at the Sidney-Sussex College gate, although people in urban areas did not want to hear women preachers. Fisher and Fox had discussed his disdain for these educated to be ministers at Cambridge and Oxford, who thought themselves closer to the Spirit and more likely to go to heaven because of their degrees.

Fishers's trip was probably financed by Margaret Fell with the fund she established for traveling Quakers at Swardmoor Hall. The freedom to travel, enjoying both financial and spiritual independence, would have been new to Fisher. She and the other traveling Quaker ministers could not have made their journeys without such support. As importantly, Fisher had the spiritual endorsement of Fox and the other Quaker males. "Indeed," wrote Phyllis Mack, "no woman presuming to address a mixed audience on political issues could have survived without male allies."

Fisher encouraged those in her audiences to avoid ministers and priests and sit quietly instead, seeking the Spirit in their hearts. The Cambridge students rioted against her anarchy! The mayor ordered that the revolutionaries be stripped to the waist and whipped until blood ran down their backs. Sometimes female Friends were put in the stocks with their legs spread apart in an attempt to further humiliate them. Fisher and Williams were the first Friends to be publicly flogged. As they were taken to the stocks they called upon God to strengthen their faith, and in the midst of it all, they sang and rejoiced. Although their skin was badly torn, the spiritual strength Fisher and Willi...
so far as one had transcended individual identity or class loyalty. The word 'freedom,' for them, meant freedom from self and from the bonds between the self and society.

Early Friends were very loyal to each other. They had a profound sense of community. Arrest records mention Friends who were jailed even though they didn’t speak but because they accompanied another and stood beside a traveling Quaker minister while he or she worked. Women who traveled together were often from the same villages and remained together for years.

The lives of early Friends, writes Phyllis Mack, "were conducted in a sort of gravity-free zone, in which personal relationships attained a fluidity impossible to achieve 'in the flesh.'" William Braithwaite, in The Beginnings of Quakerism, describes their friendships as "intense" as they spoke of a "fresh truth." The traveling youth regarded themselves as "the Seed of God, springing up in the midst of a perverse generation" with a message of hope for the future. The Truth, writes Braithwaite, "burned within them and demanded expression in speech and action.

Sometimes the traveling Quaker ministers worked alone, but as Cecil W. Sharman writes in George Fox and the Quakers, they often traveled in pairs, not only to further their work, but to give each other companionship and first aid when assaulted. "They were sometimes impatient, often overcares, and occasionally foolish in the means they took to catch public attention," yet they "remained remarkably clear," avoiding arrogance.

In 1654, Fletcher traveled with Elizabeth Leavens, another young Friend, to preach in Oxford. Little is known about the two, although Mack reports Leavens was poor. Thus we might assume Fletcher’s parents were not indebted and she was not working as a servant when convinced. Perhaps, given her reserved personality, Fletcher sought a life away from the scrutiny of her neighbors.

Fletcher and Leavens were the first Quakers to preach in Oxford, and the trip provided them with a freedom to travel together and to make decisions as they chose. While in Oxford, the two modest, grave young women were led to go naked through the streets, contrary to their will or inclination. "Naked," clarifies Sharman, "meant wearing at least loin-cloth or vest, and sometimes having the company of another Friend formally carrying the discarded garments."

Richard Robinson, Elizabeth Fletcher, Elizabeth Holme, and other young Publishers of Truth took a passage from Isaiah 20 and Micah 1:8 (to walk naked) literally, believing that the most potent example of faith was given to them in their daily lives. Their action was a testimony to Truth by signs and a desire to show that students who flogged, beat, and bashed them, tying them back to back and pumping water over them repeatedly, until they were almost dead. The mayor of Oxford, however, refused to be a consenting party in the brutality. Mack notes that Quaker women "surely suffered more theatrically, if not more harshly, than men, if only because the sight of seeing a woman stripped naked and whipped . . . had a different social and sexual resonance than the sight of a man in the same cruel position."

When Fletcher was 16 years old, she went to work in Ireland with the scars from her brutal flogging still visible. She and her companion were caught by authorities when crossing from England to Ireland and sent to prison. The friendship of the women sustained them while incarcerated as well as in their ministry. Upon release they stayed for a while to preach, but Fletcher never completely recovered from the injuries she received in Oxford. She continued to travel as a minister, however, until the deterioration of her health caused her to be sent home. She died at 19 years of age.

Conclusion

The remarkable 17th-century Quaker youth and adult Friends demonstrated a compassion that was unusual for others of their age. Elfrieda Vipont Foulds, in The Story of Quakerism, suggests that they were "enthusiasts"; their conversions, and subsequent actions, "suggesting a state not unlike that of having fallen deeply in love." Margaret Bacon, in Mothers of Feminism, writes that the early Quakers were vigorous and enthusiastic young men and women, who with youthful exuberance endured persecution and kept up their efforts to spread their message wherever they could. They were inspired pamphleteers and issued a stream of faith statements and challenges to their critics. They were also great travelers, going up and down England, Scotland, Ireland, Wales, and over to Holland and Germany. The stories told here were told again and again, the retelling providing inspiration for those, then and now, in pursuit of their spiritual journey.
The Quaker Sweat Lodge

My experience growing up in a Quaker meeting has been, in part, the catalyst for my present ministry with youth. Meeting was a wonder for me from as early as I can remember until about age 17. Our meeting, like many meetings during the 1960s, overflowed with kids, and we had a lot of fun while being steeped in a liberal social philosophy of social equity, nonviolence, and simplicity.

By 17, though, this wasn't enough; I needed to explore my spirit. I knew meeting for worship was supposed to be a mystical experience but I was unable to quiet myself enough to appreciate it. I started to experiment with different spiritual disciplines. I was initiated in mantra meditation. I did yoga on the lawn at sunrise. I investigated the "born again" Jesus movement. I learned several different types of breath awareness that helped deepen my meditation.

In 1974 a group of Indians called the White Roots of Peace visited Friends General Conference, held at Ithaca College in New York. There was something about this group that strongly attracted me. I began to read about Native Americans and, over time, found several Indian teachers who graciously taught me about something that caught my interest: the stone lodge, or sweat lodge.

My experience in the sweat lodge led me back to meeting. I have since adopted the sweat, in an honorable manner, into my Quaker practice; for the last 12 years I have been facilitating a Quaker sweat lodge. It has become a ministry for me and is the most important thing I do in my life. Along the way, I discovered a philosophical explanation for my experience, and I found out that ritual exists universally—yes, even Quakers have rituals.

According to Victor Turner, in his essay, "Betwixt and Between—The Liminal Period in Rites de Passage," there are three phases in all ritual: separation, liminality, and reaggregation (or reentry). The central point and purpose of ritual is liminality, where the rules of normal time and space are suspended. It is a time when everyday constraint and controls are let go in order to connect with a deeper mystical reality. Turner posits that liminal experience is necessary for health in individuals and communities. In many rituals, the liminal period is seen as a kind of death. The Lakota Indians say that the purpose of the sweat lodge is to "die to your spirit." Liminal rituals can serve as a platform for either refreshment or transformation.

The classic example used to explain liminality is the rite of passage for adolescents. This ritual is present nearly universally in so-called "primitive societies" and to some extent in more complex cultures. Initiates are removed from regular activities and are secluded. They become "non-entities," often wearing masks or painting their bodies. Whatever identity the initiate had beforehand must die so that the new can emerge. The child must be dismissed in order to become an adult. The analogy of the larva, pupa, and the butterfly is instructive.

Rituals with a liminal phase also exist on a societal level, as a form of refreshment. One example is Mexico's Día de los Muertos (Day of the Dead). In many villages, on the Day of the Dead many of the normal prohibitions on behavior are set aside. Things can get wild. The next day, everything resumes as before. The ritual acts as a valve to let off steam and serves as a reminder that everything arises from nothing. There are many simple and complex examples of this kind of social phenomena in different societies all over the world.

The phrase in the title of Turner's essay, "Betwixt and Between," succinctly states the condition of those in a liminal phase. In the midst of this phase, one is neither the old being nor the new one. The pupa is no longer a larva but not yet a butterfly.

There are also liminal beings who assist in this phase. A shaman is an example; a Pueblo Indian sacred clown is another. The purpose of a liminal being is to facilitate transformation. As Walter Williams writes in The Spirit and the Flesh, these are often people who spend time investigating liminality and traditionally are often found at the edges of the social order.

I see teenagers and young adults as liminal beings who crave liminal activity. They are "betwixt and between": neither children nor fully adults. They are exploring the edges of society and reality in order to find themselves. They are a source of new ideas and have tremendous amounts of creative energy. Everything—from fish-
by George Price

ion, art, and music to political movements and technology—draws heavily on the creative energy of young people.

There is also a dark side to liminality; it can be dangerous. The very nature of exploring the edge of reality implies risk. This is why, in many rituals, a theme is death—the ultimate edge. Often adults are put off and can’t understand some teenagers’ preoccupation with death—for instance, the teens who call themselves “Goths.” Some of what they do is intended to shock adults, but some of it is true liminality. The central point of my ministry is that we as elders must provide young people with meaningful, structured liminal experiences; if we do not, they will find their own.

The liminal activity that young people find can be dangerous and unenlightening. Drugs, drinking, driving fast, and unsafe sex are examples of the dark side of liminality. These activities do take one out to the edges of reality, but they have side effects that are, at a minimum, undesirable.

The “just say no” mentality misses the point; the liminality that young people crave is not the problem. What is wrong is that we as elders need to structure that liminality to be not too dangerous and to serve young peoples’ need for spiritual growth.

The sweat lodge is one of these experiences. It is a ritual steam bath. It takes place in a wickiup structure made of saplings stuck into the ground, bent over, tied together, and covered with tarps and blankets. There is a flap door on one side. The participants enter the lodge and sit in a circle. Outside, about 10 to 15 feet from the door, is a fire where rocks are heated until they are red-hot. The doorkeepers bring in the first rocks and place them in a pit in the center of the lodge. Then the door is closed and it becomes pitch-black except for the glow of the rocks. The water poure rs, who is the facilitator of the lodge, pours water on the rocks, creating an intense steam bath. There are four rounds; at the beginning of each, the door is opened and more rocks are brought in. During rounds, songs are sung and prayers are said. The lodge lasts about one-and-a-half to two-and-a-half hours. After the lodge, cool water is poured on each person, and then a feast is served.

Sweat lodges and their kin are found in many parts of the world. The Finnish sauna was originally a spiritual process until Christianity arrived, when the spiritual aspects were labeled pagan—and therefore evil. The Russian ban nia is similar. Russians use switches called vennicks and take turns hitting each other during the bath. The spirit of the bath is also called a vennick. (A few years ago, a friend of mine who visited Russia with a workcamp had the opportunity to participate in a backwoods ban nia. According to him, the spiritual aspect was still alive.)

In 1986, we held a sweat lodge at FGC,
this time at Carlton College in Minnesota. Ken Miller, the conference coordinator, arranged with me for some Indians from Twin Cities Native American Center to come to the Gathering and lead a sweat.

Then at the 1988 FGC Gathering, at Boone, North Carolina, Hawk Littlejohn and his student, David Winston, led two sweats. David is my teacher, and Hawk is the last traditionally trained Eastern Cherokee medicine man. He truly is one—he uses herbs and other traditional Cherokee medicine. His demeanor is powerful, and he was very inspiring to me in developing the Quaker Sweat.

In 1989 I asked David if he or Hawk could come to the Gathering again. He replied that they were both involved with something else that week, but he added that since I had been involved with sweats for several years, maybe it was time that I led one. There is a saying in Native American spiritual circles, “You don’t choose Spirit—Spirit chooses you.” So, that summer at St. Lawrence College in Canton, New York, I led our first Quaker Sweat Lodge.

It was very popular with the High School Program participants. So the next year, back at Carlton College again, we had two sweats. For the last 12 years, we have had sweats at almost every FGC Gathering, the exceptions being a couple of years when I could not attend. The sweat has developed a strong following among teenagers, young adults, and some older adults. Each year we have an overflow of people wanting to be involved.

I plan each year to have two sweat lodges of 40 to 50 participants each. I have also been invited for the last ten years to lead sweats at Philadelphia Yearly Meeting’s annual gathering of Young Friends at Camp Onas, in Ottsville, Pennsylvania.

We have held sweats on Snipes Farm in Morrisville, Pennsylvania, where I live, nearly every month for the last 11 years. Young Friends from all over the country travel here to participate. Last summer, a group of young Friends from Wales and England did so. Their older brothers and sisters, who had come three years ago as part of an exchange program with Gwynedd (Pa.) Meeting, had told them the sweat was the highlight of their visit, so this group had come for the same. A group of young Friends from Haverford College have come each year for sweats, and George School has sent groups for the last couple of years.

Several yearly meetings and quarterly meetings, including Southern Appalachian Yearly Meeting and Association and Baltimore Yearly Meeting, have invited me to lead sweats for their young Friends. I led a sweat a couple of years ago for Illinois Yearly Meeting in downtown Rockford. (Since I was afraid that I wouldn’t be able to find igneous rocks out on the plains, I brought a few in a duffel bag. This was not a good idea; the rocks were heavy and put holes in my bag! I also got some strange looks from the baggage handlers.)

The Quaker sweat lodge is an exercise in syncretism—the melding of different spiritual traditions, one that offers the healing of the Earth and humanity.

It is difficult to explain the power of this ritual. What I have come to believe is that the Earth calls us to be in relation with her, and that the sweat lodge is a vehicle—a portal and a vortex of energies. We enter the lodge in bathing suits, close to the Earth, on our hands and knees. We sit in the mud. The four basic elements (earth, fire, water, and air) are combined to create a healing modality. We take rocks and put fire into them by heating them. Water is poured onto them, and it immediately heats and mixes with the air. The steam is called the grandfathers’ or grandmothers’ breath. This is the healing medium.

We entered a new phase this past year in the evolution of the Quaker Sweat; two young adults have become formal students of the sweat, and a couple of others have become not-so-formal students and are learning to be water pourers. This is an exciting time, as the Quaker Sweat now may be passed on to future generations. We feel as though we are at the beginning of a new tradition within Quakerism. It is an exercise in syncretism—the melding of different spiritual traditions, one that offers the healing of the Earth and humanity.

As I usually say during our orientation for the lodge, everything is a circle. We can look at the examples of an atom, or a tree, or our arms—all circles. The Earth is a circle; so are the solar system and the galaxy. A circle in time is a cycle. The hours of the day and the seasons of the year make up circles. The circle is the
strongest geometric shape, because every part of it bears an equal share of the stress. The work of healing is essentially the mending of a circle. If I have a cut on my arm, for example, it is a break in the integrity of the circle of my body.

Our strength to survive and thrive is related to our realization and honoring of the circles of which we are a part. The Lakota say, "Me-tak-e-oh-ay-sin," which means "To all my relations"; this is the prayer that is used when entering or leaving the sweat lodge, to remind us that we are in relationship with everything.

We humans have a wound in our relationship with the Earth. As humans, we have an ability to think abstractly; that is, we can separate things and analyze them. This enables us to put them back together in different ways to create houses, cars, airplanes, etc. But we have become lost in our own creations and are wounded; there is a break in the integrity of our relationship with the Earth. Air pollution, wars, and the dangers of radiation are examples of this wound. Atomic energy is created by fission, the breaking of the circle of an atom. Although it has created tremendous power, its dangers are overwhelming.

Another wounded circle is that of relationships through generations. Older people are often afraid of and distrust young people. Younger people often resent the hypocrisy they perceive in older people. Deeper than that, though, I believe young people resent not having the spiritual mentors they need during their adolescence.

We are healing the wound of the generations in the sweat today. I am providing several young people with the spiritual mentoring they need. There are many ways to fill this need—the Quaker Sweat is one.

Healing the circle is the work of the sweat, whether it is the circle of ourselves, our families, our communities, or of all of life. It is important to humble ourselves and become grounded in simplicity.

As a young Friend, I went on a spiritual journey outside Quakerism. The mysticism I experienced in the sweat lodge led me back to my people—to Quakers. The dynamic quieting I learned in the sweat gave me access to the gathered meeting.

I hope that this article will be read as a call to action for mentoring our youth. There is much work to do, to heal ourselves and our human race. The sweat is an invaluable tool in this work.
by David Trumper

QUERIES:
1. In contemplation on our inner guidance toward action, do we search the Bible and other sources of spiritual wisdom before—and while—taking action?
2. Do we diligently study the application of deep and balanced truths to the area of our action? Do we thereby generate Truth afresh, avoiding superficial and hurried action or response by rote?
3. In avoidance of a rush to judgement throughout proposed action, do we maintain simplicity in our thoughts but not naivete? Are we free of simplistic views?
4. Is our group's concern consistent with our own conduct and our own lives?
5. Will our actions be peaceful?
6. Do we maintain care for the reputations of others?
7. Are we careful to avoid outrunning our Guide? If we do not now attain deep unity, do we allow for doing nothing until the action to take becomes clear?
8. Are we clear about our group organization? Do we exercise good order in coordinating our various supporting and leading members?
9. Are we mindful of our own human frailty, and do we avoid being sanctimonious, derogatory, or self-righteous? Do we avoid being part of the problem rather than part of the solution?
10. Do we listen to our quieter members' words and attune to their behavior?
11. Do we, prior to a public meeting, consult with those who may be opposed to us, seeking to enlarge and deepen the outcome?
12. Have we tried to state the differing parties' words and feelings to ourselves and to others, and have we reflected on them, making their concerns part and parcel of our own developing concern?
13. Do we take time to determine where creative justice lies, rather than assuming it resides with the weaker party, or the stronger one, in a conflict?
14. Do we reliably discern and attune to the source “where words come from,” both in speaking and in listening, as we seek to avoid and resolve conflict? Do we share ideas and feelings at the level of the whispering of the “still, small voice,” rather than merely sharing pronouncements of the ego?
15. If after taking a position, we amend it or change our minds, do we make a public correction?
16. Can we be both moral and humorous; both prophetic and joyous? Can we “let go” and become empty, so that creative outcomes can fully emerge?

ADVICES:
1. Undertake loving reflection in humility—so that your ways and means may be, or become, consistent with your true objective.
2. "Anything, even a spiritual concept, must be laid aside if it hinders love, for God is love." (Hugh Prather, The Little Book of Letting Go.)
3. "You don't have to be surprised into laughter; it can be chosen anytime, by anyone. It is a gift of the Spirit." (Same source.)
4. "You have learned that they were told, 'Eye for eye, tooth for tooth.' But what I tell you is this: Do not set yourself against the man who wrongs you. If someone slaps you on the right cheek, turn and offer him the left ...." (Matt. 5:38-9, NRSV.)

David Trumper, a member of Valley Meeting in Wayne, Pa., is a retired technology equities analyst and technical writer.

Susanna Thomas, intern for FRIENDS JOURNAL, edited these queries and advices and contributed Query 8.

M.C. Morris, of Moorestown (N.J.) Meeting, was a faithful witness for peace seen often in front of the local post office. These photos were taken in 1991.
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Phil Lord
by Kara Newell

Convinced Friend? Phil Lord, a Philadelphia lawyer, describes himself as "hooked." "When I started private practice with Hal Commons, our office was on Germantown Avenue, around the corner from Germantown Meeting and Germantown Friends School. Hal was attending meeting and telling me about it. It sounded interesting so my wife and I went and enjoyed it; we became members. I was hooked! And I've stayed hooked. I love Quakerism."

"It wasn't so different from what I knew in Brooklyn, New York, where I was born and grew up, in the Bedford-Stuyvesant area. I was deeply involved with my church (Plymouth Brethren) as a youth. There was no pastor. Only men could speak—very different from Quakerism! But in terms of structure, and a democratic feel to worship, it resembled Quakerism. As a youth I felt that Christianity called me to do good works in the world. Quakerism gave me the nexus between faith, social action, and political consciousness. And meditation was a bonus."

"My parents, immigrants to the U.S. from Barbados, are no longer alive. I was the youngest of their four sons and received lots of attention and love. My brothers, now all deceased, were important in my life. I learned so much from them, even though their lives were much more troubled than mine."

"Twenty-two years ago I met my wife, Melinda, in her native Barbados, and we were married six months later. She is a writer as well as the bookkeeper for our firm. Our top priority is our two sons, whose education has been at both Friends and public schools—I think they got the best of both. Our older son is pre-med in his second year at Morehouse College. Our younger son is in high school and loves football. Both are excellent writers, unpublished novelists, and poets. He's both very verbal; we have frequent debates in the house—all in fun—they're good thinkers and analysts. My family and my work are my greatest joys."

Phil Lord graduated from Boston University Law School. "I started practicing law here in Philadelphia with the Northwest Tenants Organization, a legal services project, helping tenants form tenants' councils. It combined my social consciousness and legal work in a special way. After the tenants' organization lost its funding, I worked for legal services for seven or eight years."

"Then I started private practice with Hal Commons—we had the fortuitous circumstance to have the name Commons and Lord, which everybody thought was British! I have built my practice representing groups that do community development, which is about 80 percent of my work."

"When I look at people who have steered me in different ways than I would normally have gone, I realize Hal Commons was very important. He introduced me to Quakerism; and I wouldn't have gone into private practice without his encouragement. He is still my good friend; we have lunch every month or so."

"Phil has much to say about his chosen faith. As a professional, a logical thinker, and a compassionate, sensitive human being, he finds the Quaker Peace Testimony central to his faith. He tells a poignant story of why that is true. "It was in college, at Brown University, that I began thinking about pacifism. I applied to be a conscientious objector during Vietnam, and in my struggle I visited one of the elders of my Plymouth Brethren meeting and told him I was concerned about what it meant for a Christian to be going out and killing people. He told me that I shouldn't be afraid, that some people are cowardly but I wouldn't be one of them. After that encouragement from the most respected member of my meeting, I decided I would resist rather than be a conscientious objector—I would just not go. As it turned out, I had asthma and a deferment so I didn't have to go at all."

"When I learned about the Peace Testimony in Quakerism, it was an interesting lens through which to see how a testimony can influence and inform your spirituality. My vegetarianism is, for me, also an expression of the Peace Testimony."

"The Equality Testimony is more natural for me, but also more troubling. Quakerism in the U.S. is not as diverse as I would like it to be. One of my big disappointments is not having a community in which my children felt comfortable. I had a really good experi-

Kara Newell is a member of Reedwood Friends Church in Portland, Oregon. © 2002 Kara Newell
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Phil nurtures his spiritual life in several ways. "When I was growing up quiet time was emphasized, and I still like to do that. And running. I run 30-45 minutes through the park and it really is meditation for me—the beautiful scenery all seasons of the year and just breathing help me de-stress, reflect, and get in touch.

I am a Christian Quaker. I know there are a lot of different folks in Quakerism, especially among unprogrammed Friends. I'm open. I think all religions have much to contribute to Christianity and Christianity to them. I appreciate insights from other faiths, but my commitment to Jesus and Christianity has always been part of my life."

Phil is disarmingly self-revealing. He struggles with stress as a result of his tendency to overcommitment, which he is gradually getting under control. Some of his stress comes from working with people whose body rhythms are different from his own. "I'm a morning person, so I like to work around morning people." On a lighter note, he says, "I'm a terrible flute player—you don't want to hear me! I got a flute, took one lesson, and I really enjoy it a lot. You know I'm in a good mood if I'm playing the flute."

About his chosen hometown, Phil likes the trees here in Philadelphia. "After Brooklyn, it is sort of rural in Philadelphia!" He thinks deeply and speaks his beliefs softly but strongly; his smile is always at the ready; and his sense of humor is never far from the surface. Convinced or hooked, he's a Quaker leader whose voice we can trust.
Young Friends

My Answer to September 11
by Peter Croce

My name is Peter Croce and I am 11 years old. I am a member of DeLand Worship Group, which is under the care of Orlando (Fla.) Meeting in Southwestern Yearly Meeting. I am working on a project in which I think other Friends might be interested.

After September 11, when many people flew flags, I wondered what it meant to them. To some people I think it meant that they were supporting military action, and to some it meant that they wanted to keep the country united. I wanted a sign that said what I feel. My American flag peace sign says “be peaceful” to America.

When I first had the idea, I took it to my meeting, and a Friend suggested that I have it put on T-shirts. I drew it with oil pastels and we had the first shirts made. Our friends who made the shirts suggested that we put my signature on it, too. The day that we got the shirts was 11/9, the opposite of 9/11, and I thought that was cool.

I wanted the profits from the shirts to go to a place that would help the victims of 9/11 and also the victims of the war, because everyone suffers in a situation like this. I chose American Friends Service Committee because they are helping both groups of victims.

The “No More Victims” campaign is giving food, support, and aid in New York and in Afghanistan. All the money we make from the shirts will go to AFSC.

Less than a week after we got the first shirts, they are all sold and we have orders for more. Two stores in my town are selling the shirts and my family has sold them in an arts festival. Many people are giving them to their families as gifts. People really like the shirt because it gives an alternative to the encouragement of violence. Also, people see different things in it; one person said it looks like the globe.

Individuals and meetings who would like to order the shirts may do so by calling (386) 736-8306 or contacting Peter Croce at 320 West Minnesota Avenue, DeLand, FL 32720.

All sizes are available, from children’s large (14-16) through adult XXL; children’s shirts are 50/50 and adults’ are 100 percent cotton.

To receive an Overall Morningstar Rating™ of ★★★★★, a mutual fund must show exemplary past performance.1 Pax World Balanced Fund has secured that rating or higher for 36 consecutive months, including all of 2000, one of the most turbulent periods in market history.

But it’s how we achieve stardom that sets us apart. For 30 years, we’ve subjected potential investments to rigid social- and environmental-responsibility screens in addition to rigorous financial scrutiny.

We believe our lofty ideals don’t hurt our performance. To the contrary, we believe that socially responsible companies should be less likely to have their bottom lines victimized by fines, strikes, lawsuits, and boycotts.

Our funds have a low ($250) minimum initial investment. And can be used in a complete range of low-fee IRAs.

Reach for our stars. For more information, including charges and expenses, please request a prospectus, which should be read carefully before investing. Past performance is no guarantee of future results, and you may have a gain or a loss when you sell your shares.

1. Morningstar proprietary ratings on U.S.-domestic equity funds reflect historical risk-adjusted performance as of 12/30/01 and represent past performance, which is no guarantee of future results. The ratings are subject to change every month.

Morningstar ratings are calculated monthly on the basis of its 3-, 5-, and 10-year (if applicable) annual returns in excess of its 90-day U.S. Treasury bill returns. The Overall Morningstar Rating™ is a weighted average of the funds 3-, 5-, and 10-year (if applicable) risk-adjusted performances. The top 10% of the funds in the broad asset class receive 5 stars, the next 22.5% receive 4 stars, the next 35% receive 3 stars, the next 22.5% receive 2 stars, and the last 30% receive 1 star. The fund was rated exclusively against U.S.-domestic funds. Pax World Balanced Fund received 4 stars for the 5-, 7-, and 10-year periods and 3 stars for the 10-year period as rated against 4633, 2964 and 874 Domestic Equity Funds, respectively. Investment return and principal value may rise or fall so that shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost.

Lake Erie Yearly Meeting

Lake Erie Friends felt God's covering presence as we gathered in Bluffton, Ohio, June 14-17, to face the joys and challenges within our meeting of "Individual Will, Corporate Worship, and Corporate Decision Making." In order to provide spaciousness for the working of the Spirit in our committee and business meetings, we started our yearly meeting a half-day earlier than in the past. As we began we were reminded of the centrality of the worship with which we surround our business and of the need to let love bring clarity to our discernment. Reading of epistles from other yearly meetings, as is our custom, brought us a sense of oneness with Friends elsewhere.

Our children enticed us to fun, to carry our burdens lightly. The leader of our youth and children's program provided artful, hand-colored T-shirts for all of the young people and their adult helpers this year. These glorious spots of color were a continuing pleasure, reminding us always of the joy among us. We were blessed to be serenaded by the children and entertained by a couple of expert young joke-tellers as part of our Talent Show. This year, for the first time, our high school group was our largest group of young people. We look forward to integrating more of our adult and young people's programs in future years.

In her plenary talk, our good friend Marty Grundy reminded us that the Religious Society of Friends has been likened to a three-legged stool. The first leg is the individual's personal relationship with the Divine and the personal spiritual practices that support that relationship. The second is the meeting as a faith community in which we grow and are formed spiritually. The third is our witness out into the larger world. Each individual Friend, over the course of his or her life, and each meeting needs to pay attention to each of these three legs. If we ignore one or more of them, the entire Religious Society can become unbalanced and precarious. Marty helped us focus our attention on the relationship between the first two, the individual and the meeting. This theme had been addressed during the previous year through queries distributed by the yearly meeting Ministry and Oversight Committee and responded to by monthly meetings. It was also addressed by three of the four workshops during the annual meeting, and by the daily Bible study. Daily worship sharing provided a vehicle for Friends to voice personal joys and concerns arising from their experiences in their home meetings.

In our business meeting we struggled with issues that prompt us to examine the sturdiness of the leg representing the yearly meeting
We tenderly hold a concern regarding the Where are we being led by God? What are we challenges into a deepened life together. leadings we learned about were Noah and that everyone is different from any other in one or two ways. We got to know each other better. We loved each other even though we are different. We helping each other. For example we made “Inner Light” lanterns for the others who had not arrived yet. We liked being in a group with other Quaker children.

The Inner Light is good. Love,

Jody Pratt-Harrington, Shannon Pratt-Harrington, Meaghan Diffenderfer, Sara Turner, Sam Spry, Britanny Crowley, and Trevor Coble, with joyce MarieCallahan, Carla Pratt-Harrington, and Connie McPeak, adult leaders

Aotearoa/New Zealand Yearly Meeting

About 100 Friends met at a school hostel in Hamilton from July 6 to 9, 2001, for Aotearoa/New Zealand Yearly Meeting.

Preliminary planning for the 2004 FWCC Triennial was described. We look forward to the opportunity to meet Friends from around the world and from different traditions.

In a worship-sharing session we considered the processes involved in discerning which of the many concerns brought before us we are called to act upon. We have been reminded that the outward journey will be accompanied by an inward one when we follow a true leading.

We have heard of the groundbreaking work with nonviolent training for the Indonesian police and of the progress on a campaign for medical supplies for Iraq. Both these initiatives reflect the faithful and painstaking work of Friends acting through our Quaker Peace and Service group.

Our diminishing membership is accompanied by a steady rise in the number of attenders, and we were challenged to consider the role of attenders in our yearly meeting and monthly meeting affairs.

Valerie Joy, representing Australia Yearly Meeting, told us of the work being done by Quaker Service Australia, and of the development of a new Australian Quaker Faith and Practice.

Some Young Friends have taken part in our sessions, and we value their contributions. A lively discussion followed a talk by a conservation ecologist, who argued that conservation, including sustainable use of resources, is preferable to preservation and can achieve a better partnership with Maori.

One bit of computer technology that many of us found helpful was to have the minutes, as they were being typed into the computer, simultaneously shown on a large screen.

Our Sunday worship took place in the beautiful chapel at the University of Waikato. At this and at other times during our yearly meeting, we felt truly gathered. The feeling as we came away from our yearly meeting was that we had been richly blessed.

——Philip Macdiarmid
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CONSTANTINE'S SWORD: THE CHURCH AND THE JEWS

Constantine's Sword makes the case that the Christian Church's history and dogma have been decisively influenced by its attitude toward Jews, and that the roots of Christian anti-Semitism reach back to the New Testament.

It is also a fascinating chance to listen in on one man's struggle with his religious tradition—Roman Catholicism—and a powerful call to dialogue and reflection about fundamental aspects of our own tradition. Whether you think of yourself as a Christian or not, Quakerism is a kind of Christianity, if only historically; so when someone talks about "the Church and the Jews," (or "the Church and the state," for that matter) they are in some measure talking about thee and me.

As a Christian, I remember humbly John Woolman's dream, in which Woolman describes himself as being "carried in spirit to the mines, where poor oppressed people were digging rich treasures for those called Christians, and heard them blaspheme the name of Christ, at which I was grieved, for his name to me was precious . . . . these heathens were told that those who oppressed them were the followers of Christ, and they said amongst themselves: 'If Christ directed them to use us in this sort, then Christ is a cruel tyrant.'"

This book calls the reader to ask oneself: What Christ is mine?

The Church as we know it was decisively shaped by Constantine's co-optation of Christianity as an instrument of state power. Until this point, the Church was a disenfranchised movement. During the first centuries, the Church's survival had been facilitated not only by the bravery of martyrs, but, he argues, by the progressive distancing of Christianity from Judaism.

Where the Romans were massacring Jews, there was selfish interest for Christians in making a distinction between themselves and Jews. In the early years, this was not so easy since Roman observers at first saw Christians as a fanatical fringe movement within Judaism. Paul's letters and the Acts of the Apostles show that this view was held by many within the Christian movement itself. This anti-Judaizing movement became dominant as Christianity became predominantly Gentile. When Constantine made Christianity "mainstream," the difference between Christian and Jew gained a new dimension whenever Christians chose to wield power against their enemies.

Yet how did Jews become the enemies? Carroll argues that the Jews' refusal to accept knowledge Jesus as messiah was a challenge to the legitimacy of the favored Christian story of salvation, whereby the Covenant of Sinai was replaced by the New Covenant and the Law of Moses rendered obsolete. Eventually, as the Church community grew and shaped the Gospels, what had started out as a factional dispute within Judaism became a struggle between Christians and Jews and was reinterpreted as a struggle between Light and Darkness.

Carroll traces the subsequent history of Jew-hatred within Christianity, and especially within the Catholic Church through the centuries. He explores changing views of the Atonement, opposing Abelard's "Christ redeems us by his teaching and example" to the mainstream view built up by Paul, Augustine, and their successors, that the Atonement is to be seen as a sacrifice, a sin-offering: Jesus' death is the price God demands for Adam's original transgression.

Carroll also argues that the cross did not emerge as a symbol of Christianity until after Constantine's conversion—and when it did, the focus on Jesus' passion made the story of the Sanhedrin trial and Jewish guilt a pivotal element of dogma that allowed the Church to use or abuse Jews under its power for the next 1,700 years.

Moreover, there is suppressionism: that is, the doctrine that the Covenant of Sinai (usually referred to as legalistic) is obsolete and replaced wholesale by the Gospel dispensation. George Fox's language is quite clear in the several tracts he addresses to the Jews, such as "A Declaration to the Jews." Fox here asserts that any unbiased reading of the Prophets would make it clear that Jesus was the Messiah: Jews should open their eyes and accept the obvious truth. Similar direct appeals can be found in tracts of Isaac Penington, who seems to have had a special concern for the Jews.

The theme of Jews as Christ-killers is also present: Fox, in the tract mentioned above, says that "you had killed him by a shameful death upon the cross." The import of this theme in Quaker thinking is complex, since the usual point of such assertions was to claim that Friends' persecutors are reenacting Jesus' persecution: "And now, as the Jews cried, 'crucify him, away with him' in the flesh . . . do you not cry 'away with the light that enlightens every man . . .' that is the life of Christ?"

Much of this will seem unrelated to Quakerism, but upon reflection, a potent residue of Carroll's questions remain relevant to Friends. In fact, it is sobering to explore how much Quaker rhetoric in the past is based upon stereotypes of Judaism, and the deeply antagonistic rhetoric of the New Testament.
Although Friends have not countenanced persecution of Jews, a survey of early Quaker writings makes clear that some of the anti-Jewish thinking Carroll writes about was a living part of early Quaker thinking.

Importantly, Friends asserted that the only way to convert anyone to Truth was to ensure that Friends' lives preached, to awaken an awareness of the Inward Teacher. They saw that Christians in general had done anything but make Christianity attractive: "The usual saying of the Jews is, 'when the Messiah is come, he will make all things new'... But the Jews say, 'most of Christendom... are in the old things, like the heathens, as their life and practice doth demonstrate... how do the Christians think we should turn to them, whose conversations, many of them are... in uncleanness, which the law of Moses forbids?" Carroll ends his book with a call for a reconstruction of Catholic theology about the cross and the Atonement.

What do these observations say to Quakers? It seems to me that Friends engage too little in dialogue about ideas of salvation or atonement, and meetings might well profit from honest conversations about this set of issues, as long as our inward maturity grows as a result. Our acquaintance with the light of Christ within provides a radically different view of God's work among us and the meaning of Jesus' revelation, and allows us to explore the conundrum that Jesus posed: a life in the Spirit that yet is lawful, accessible to anyone who wishes to enter into covenant with God.

Read Carroll's book as history, as biography, and as a stimulus to a richer seeking, both in study and in dialogue with the Inward Teacher—in whom we can rely if we seek honestly and listen obediently.

—Brian Drayton

Brian Drayton, a member of Weare Meeting in Heniker, New Hampshire, is a recorded minister in New England Yearly Meeting.

Quakers and Nazis: Inner Light in Outer Darkness


Quakers and Nazis is a unique historical account that tells the story of Friends' work in Europe, primarily Germany, between World War I and the rise of Adolf Hitler and World War II. It was woven together by historian Hans Schmitt from fragments of individual memoirs and records of both Quakers and the German bureaucracies of the period. It contains a rich treasure of bibliographic references and notes.
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Three institutions were central to the Quaker effort to ameliorate the pervasive and intense suffering in Hitler’s Germany: Berlin Quaker Center; American Friends Service Committee; and the Quaker boarding school at Eerde castle in the Netherlands. Schmitt is a graduate of the Eerde school, and received his Oxford Certificate in 1937. Founded in 1933-4 by the clerk of Netherland Yearly Meeting, Piet Ariëns Kappers, the school educated children and instilled Quaker virtues until 1970, except for the period of Nazi occupation of the Netherlands, when the yearly meeting ceased support of the school.

As Schmitt writes, “Quakers could not prevent catastrophes, they could merely intervene, wherever possible, to mitigate their impact.” Intervene they did, and in remarkably courageous and profound ways. Maintaining international connections provided immense leverage in doing humanitarian work in the midst of a fanatical, dehumanizing political agenda. Beginning with the Nuremberg Laws that deprived Jews of German citizenship, through Kristallnacht and on to the gas chambers and crematoriums of the concentration camps, Quakers went about their work. Conflicts with officialdom were inevitable and were handled with grace and dignity. The fact that Friends managed to respect that of God within those they encountered is reflected in Schmitt’s decision to title his book Quakers and Nazis, rather than Quakers against Nazis.

Indeed, the maintenance of Quaker religious integrity seems to have won the respect of even the Gestapo, in whose headquarters Schmitt points out, “Quakers and Nazis, rather than Quakers against Nazis.”

The storehouse collection of memories...a Life Story Service to help you savor your memories, tell your story and create a beautiful book—cherished legacy for generations to come.

We invite your inquiries.
Marty Walton & Linda Lyman
5408 Woodbridge Lane
Dayton, OH 45429
(800) 738-8599
lifebooks@aol.com
www.storehousecollectjon.com
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The Storehouse Collection of Memories

No One Can Stem the Tide: Selected Poems, 1931-1991
Jane Tyson Clement discounted her gift as a poet, and most of her writing languished unpublished in personal notebooks until her death in March 2000. With the publication of this anthology, her works can now reach the wider audience it deserves. Although she grew up in Manhattan, the inspiration for much of her poetry came from the family’s summer home at Bay Head, New Jersey. This is reflected by the many images and metaphors drawn from the natural world, especially the seashore. The poems are written in a spare language, deceptively simple yet with measured directness. I found these poems ones to savor and mull, not just quickly breeze through. It is poetry that seems to well out of the quiet of a centered being.

Joy Pile, a member of South Starkboro (Vt) Meeting, is a librarian at Middlebury College.
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Joy Pile, a member of South Starkboro (Vt) Meeting, is a librarian at Middlebury College.
Ramallah Friends Boys School was hit by an Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) rocket. Colin South, one of the directors of the school, contacted AFSC to report that on Thursday, December 13, at approximately 7:15 P.M., a building in the upper school was struck by one of seven Israeli rockets launched in the general vicinity. The western end of the school borders a Palestinian Authority police station in Ramallah-El Birch that had been targeted recently by IDF. According to Colin South, "the direction of the attack meant that inevitably the school would be hit." No one at the school was hurt. Because of the lateness of the hour, classes were not in session. Staff living on school grounds were not harmed. Two classrooms have been destroyed, and the building has suffered structural damage. Colin South reports there has been "at least $20,000 damage at first inspection... furniture, fittings, glazing, and structural damage to the supporting wall of the classroom block and some damage to glazing in the chapel." The school has announced intentions to submit claims in a U.S. court for damages. Friends United Meeting, administrator of the school, has a web page with details about the missile attack: visit the FUM home page at <www.fum.org>, then go to the World Missions page and look for the section on Ramallah Friends Schools. The page will include status updates as well as suggestions for how meetings/churches can support the schools and become more involved in working for peace in the region. FUM has also established a fund for repairs; send contributions to: FUM-RFS Building, Friends United Meeting, 101 Quaker Hill Drive, Richmond, IN 47374.

Retha McCutchen, Friends United Meeting; FCNL; FWCC

Members and attenders of Friends Meetings from Maine to Hawaii gathered spontaneously to worship, grieve, and pray for peace in the days following the acts of terror on September 11. Subsequent monthly meeting newsletters carry expressions of affirmation for the statements by national Friends organizations witnessing Quaker commitments to work for healing, justice, and peace. Some newsletters feature minutes, approved in meetings for worship with attention to business, calling for peace and reconciliation in response to the terrorist attacks. Newsletters also contain statements by individuals speaking of the need to wait on the leading of the Spirit and to answer to that of God in everyone in response to these terrible acts of violence.

Radnor (Pa.) Meeting was host to Friends from several meetings on September 23. "Once again Friends are challenged to put our faith into practice as our country's leaders talk of war... Initial actions will be to publicize the statement signed by the leaders of PYM, AFSC, FGC, and FWCC; and to reach out to the local Islamic community. We will continue to educate ourselves about the effect of our country's actions and keep in close touch with each other," Winnie Shaw Hope and Judy Love Keogh, co-clerks, reported in Radnor Meeting's Monthly Bulletin for October.

At Bloomington (Ind.) Meeting, "23 friends, including three high school age and one younger," attended a meeting for worship in the meetinghouse at 8 P.M. in the aftermath of the tragedy on Tuesday, September 11. "The silence was profound, a needed respite from the constant news of the day," Jim Morgan, clerk, reported in the Bloomington Meeting newsletter for September. "Several people spoke. We expressed our need for peace and the need to comfort the afflicted, and one speaker mentioned that Muslims in our community have need of special help during this time of trouble. Overall the meeting was a reminder of the power of our corporate worship," Jim Morgan said.

Friends Meeting at Cambridge (Mass.) also experienced a special meeting for worship on the evening of September 11. On the next two Sunday mornings, according to the October issue of Cambridge Friends Bulletin, "the meetinghouse was full, and overflow meetings for worship were held... despite the numbers worship was centered, with moving vocal ministry." In a reconvened session on September 16 of the meeting for worship with attention to business, Cambridge Friends approved a minute proposed by the Peace and Social Concerns Committee. As revised, the minute affirms, "Our hearts go out to those who so tragically lost their lives, were injured, or lost loved ones due to the shocking manifestation of violence and terror in our midst this week. We utterly reject the violence... We urge our country not to heed the call to march down the road to war. As Friends (Quakers), we are called to seek guidance from God to root out the causes of war from our own lives and from the political and social structures about us. We urge all to join us on this path."

In a called meeting for business, held on September 23, Burlington (Vt.) Meeting approved a statement expressing profound grief at the loss of life, the pain, and the sorrow that have resulted from the September 11 terrorist attacks. We feel the suffering of our brothers and sisters, mothers and fathers, sons and daughters, friends and colleagues. At the same time, we call on the leaders of the United States to cease their threats and their preparations for war... We ask our leaders not only to seek to bring to justice through interna-
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Friends in Summit Meeting in Chatham, N.J., feel called to work for peace in a number of areas in their local community. According to the October issue of the Summit Meeting newsletter, two goals for members of meeting are the formation of a relationship with members of the Arab/Islamic community or with a mosque, and the distribution of tolerance literature and websites on tolerance to principals of schools in the area. Summit Meeting is also reinitiating a midweek meeting for worship on Wednesdays "to minister to ourselves and others who feel the need of community."

The October newsletter of Twin Cities (Minn.) Meeting includes a letter from a member of meeting with a concern in reaction to the terrorist attacks. "I need to express a concern regarding our meeting's possible response to the sad events on the East Coast," the letter states. "There is a thread in our conversations that troubles me... that is, the sense that these attacks were somehow the outcome of our hypocrisy and belligerence as a world power. The recent attacks were not caused by us, but by those who planned, knowingly supported, and carried them out.

...I hope that our meeting, in a spirit of love and compassion guided by clear thought, can offer some counsel to the greater community, without laying blame and putting Americans even more on the defensive.

Recent newsletters of Pima (Ariz.) Meeting and Albuquerque (N.M.) Meeting carried the statement approved by New Mexico Regional Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends. The statement affirms, "As children of God, as citizens of the United States, and as Friends, we call for: calmness in response to this tragedy;... actions that sow the seeds of compassion and forgiveness;... formulation of a powerful response that honors and affirms life;... commitment of resources and energy devoted to global acts of kindness, generosity, and support of an unprecedented magnitude to those in need;... a response that affirms that of God in all humankind;... creation of a just world so that people do not act from desperation and hopelessness.

Finally, a sentiment of many Friends across the country in response to the attacks by terrorists on September 11 appears in the October issue of Ka Makamaka ("The Friend"), the newsletter of the Religious Society of Friends in Hawaii. At the bottom of
the page, below the joint statement issued by PYM, AFSC, FGC, and FWCC, is the line, in bold caps: "Friends everywhere seek God's Love and Light at this time."

The events of September 11 and their aftermath dominated recent news coming out of Quaker organizations across the world. A sampling:

Trish Carn, editor of Quaker Monthly from Nottingham, England, reported that she was editing the October issue when her husband came into the room and told her to turn on the television. "I am left with the question of, yes, bring the perpetrators and those behind them to justice, but, what is justice in the case of so many dead?" she asked.

The Oct. 12 issue of The Friend reported that Friends who gathered at German Yearly Meeting approved an emergency epistle stating, in part: "We seek strength to overcome our helplessness, strength to counteract violence and ideas of retaliation in a constructive way and to contribute towards eliminating the manifold causes of violence." The issue also noted that Medicins Sans Frontieres, the humanitarian organization that recently won the Nobel Peace Prize, condemned the U.S. action of dropping food into Afghanistan at the same time other U.S. and British airplanes were dropping bombs.

Peace Piece, compiled by Haddonfield (N.J.) Peace Field Secretary Priscilla Adams, issued a special edition in October devoted entirely to the terrorist attacks and their aftermath. The newsletter noted that all meetings in New Jersey have been contacted to ask for volunteers to accompany Muslims who are afraid to do errands.

Penn Notes, the newsletter of the William Penn House in Washington, D.C., notes that the house is working to coordinate Quaker activities in the D.C. area. Director Errol Hess expressed fear that the nation may be transformed into a "security state" following the attacks. The newsletter also notes that by mid-September the house had lost more than $3,000 in cancellations because of travel disruptions.

NAFTA is having a negative impact on both sides of the U.S.-Mexican border, according to the Fellowship of Reconciliation. There has been a 9.5 percent average decline in real income of Mexican salaries in the manufacturing sector since NAFTA, while eight million Mexican families have dropped from the middle class into poverty. The Mexican environment is also at risk from the 44 tons of hazardous waste dumped in Mexico daily since NAFTA was created. The U.S. has lost 400,000 jobs due to plant relocations since then, and the average pay of displaced U.S. workers has dropped 23 percent compared to their previous salaries. —FOR
**Upcoming Events**

- **February**—Junta Anual de la Iglesia de los Amigos (Cuquiseros) en Cuba

- **February 9**—Western Association of the Religious Society of Friends, Whittier, Calif.

- **March 14-17**—Friends World Committee for Consultation, Section of the Americas, Philadelphia, Pa.

- **March 21-24**—Philadelphia Yearly Meeting

- **March 27-31**—Southeastern Yearly Meeting

- **March 28-31**—South Central Yearly Meeting

- **March 31 (Easter)**—Iglesia Evangelica Amigos Central de Bolivia, La Paz; Iglesia Nacional Evangelica Los Amigos de Peru (INELA-Peru), Ilave, Peru

**Opportunities**

**Peace Vigils**

Many people are joining together in prayer and silence, seeking guidance from the Light during this time of crisis. Following is a sampling, not exhaustive, of peace vigils taking place across the country.

- **Illinois**: Silent Presence for Peace, Tuesdays 8-9 a.m., Federal Plaza, Dearborn & Jackson, Chicago. Contact: Eighth Day Center for Justice, (312) 641-5151, <8thday@clare.org>, <www.8thdaycenter.org>. For other Chicago-area peace events, visit <http://grassrootsvoices.org> or call (312) 427-2533, ext. 28.

- **Iowa**: Every Wednesday from 5-6 p.m., local human rights and social justice organizations, including AFSC, meet at Nollen Plaza to hold signs and bring the message of nonviolence to Des Moines. Call (515) 274-4851 for further information.

- **Massachusetts**: Weekly Vigil for Peace at Park Street Station, Saturdays noon-2 p.m., sponsored by the Boston Committee for Peace and Human Rights; for more information call Virginia Pratt at (617) 464-7488.

- **New Hampshire**: Weekly vigils are being held in Concord, Dover, Durham, Henniker, Keene, Plymouth, Peterboro, Portsmouth, and West Lebanon. Please visit <http://www.afsc.org/nero/nh/no morenh.htm> for locations and contact information.

**Bulletin Board**

- **Rhode Island**: Peace Vigils, at Newport War College in Providence, Tuesdays 7-9 A.M.; at Undersea Warfare Center in Middletown, Thursdays 3:30-5 P.M.; contact Rhode Island Mobilization for Peace and Justice, POB 23157, Providence, RI 02903-4102.

- **Texas**: All women are welcome to join the Women in Black (WIB) who will meet every Wednesday from 12:00 noon to 1:00 p.m. in silent witness for peace at the state capitol in Austin. WIB is a loose network of women worldwide committed to peace with justice and actively opposed to war and other forms of violence. It is not an organization, but a means of mobilization and a formula for action. WIB demonstrations are always women only, and usually take the form of women wearing black, standing in a public place in silent, nonviolent vigils at regular times and intervals. WIB vigils were started in Israel in 1988 by women protesting against Israel's occupation of the West Bank and Gaza, demanding peace between Israelis and the Palestinians.

**Resources**

- **In a Time of Broken Bones: A Call to Dialogue on Hate Violence and the Limitations of Hate Crimes Legislation** is a new publication of AFSC that describes the body of current hate crimes legislation as "seriously flawed" and in need of further review. We are concerned that many of these laws go in the wrong direction. They expand the scope of the criminal justice system, rather than strengthen civil and human rights," says author Katherine Whitlock, special representative for Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender Programs for the AFSC Community Relations Unit. "We believe the emphasis on penalty enhancements could produce consequences that are directly opposite to what was intended." Copies of the report are available on the AFSC website <www.afsc.org/JusticeVisions> or from AFSC Literature Resources Unit, 1501 Cherry St., Philadelphia, PA 19102, for $5 plus $3.50 shipping and handling.

- **Going Public: Conscientious Objectors of the Gulf War** (24-page booklet) reports on a February 2001 gathering of U.S. military resisters from the Gulf War. Like the gathering, the booklet is forward-looking, not nostalgic. Available for $2 from Harold Jordan, AFSC, 1501 Cherry St., Philadelphia, PA 19102.
Milestones

Births/Adoptions

Viavant—William Thadis Viavant, on August 24, 2001, to Christopher and Emily Viavant. Christopher is a member of Salt Lake (Utah) Meeting.

Marriages/Unions

Mesner—Grayce Haworth and Neil Mesner, on September 9, 2001, near McNabb, Ill., under the joint care of Clear Creek (Ill.) Meeting and Central City (Neb.) Meeting. Grayce is a member of Clear Creek and Neil of Central City.

Deaths

Atwater—Alice Wells Atwater, 83, on December 22, 2000, at Foxdale Village, a Quaker-directed retirement community in State College, Pa. Alice was born on October 2, 1917, in East Orange, N.J. She attended Manchester College in Indiana and Penn State University, majoring in Childhood Education. A nursery school teacher, she taught at Friends Cooperative Playschool in State College for many years. After transferring from Friends Meeting of Washington (D.C.) in 1946, she was a faithful member of State College Meeting, serving on many committees until ill health prevented her from active participation. In addition to her role as an educator, she was active in the Centre County Chapter of the Association for Retarded Children (now the Association for Retarded Citizens), serving on its board of directors and as president, and helping to establish Woodruff House, the first group home for severely retarded children in State College. Alice was a founding member of the State College League of Women Voters. She is survived by her husband, Elton Atwater; her children Ellen Neff and David, Andrew, and Kevin Atwater; seven grandchildren; and a great-grandchild.

Dailey—Frances Wallace Barton Dailey, 87, on June 8, 2001, in Medford, N.J., after a brief illness. She was born in Philadelphia on May 4, 1914, to Samuel Lippincott Barton and Sarah Elma Fogg Barton, overseers of Norristown (Pa.) Meeting, in which Frances was raised. After graduating from Westtown School in 1931, she worked for AFSC and studied at Hartford Seminary. In 1938 she married James Albert Dailey Jr. of Haverford, a classmate of her brother, the late Samuel Lippincott Barton Jr., through whom the couple met. Frances supported James, who was ordained to the Congregational ministry in 1941, in a series of New England pastorates distinguished by an open commitment to social action causes, including pacifism and the counseling of conscientious objectors. Following James’s death in 1974, after a 20-year term at the College Street Church in Burlington, Vt., Frances returned to her roots, living for a short time in Moomishtown, N.J., then in Malvern, Pa., as a member of Willistown Meeting. In 1987 she became a resident of Medford Leas and a member of Medford (N.J.) Meeting. Although in the last few years she was handicapped by largely failed eyesight, she was nonetheless able to join in a Philadelphia demonstration against capital punishment. Frances was predeceased by a son, Timothy Barton Daily, who died in 1991. She
is survived by a son, Wallace Finley Dailey; a daughter, Sarah Elizabeth Dailey Kuzmanoff; and three grandchildren.

Kriebel—John A. Kriebel, 77, on August 20, 2001, in Medford, N.J., after a long illness. He was born on December 17, 1923, in Lansdowne, Pa. He graduated from Westtown School, in 1943 and, after serving in the Navy from 1943 to 1946, from Earlham College. He received his master's degree in Elementary Education from Temple University and began teaching in 1953 at Newtown Friends School in Newtown, Pa. Throughout his life, John wrote poetry, including children's poetry, sonnets, and free verse. His work was published in journals, newspapers, and poetry collections. Over the years, a number of his pieces were published in FRIENDS JOURNAL, most recently this past summer. He was a poet in the schools for the New Jersey Council for the Arts, and he conducted poetry workshops and readings for children and adults in Maplewood, N.J., and Chambersburg, Pa., where he later lived. Out of his deep concern for poverty, homelessness, and the environment, he developed a project funded by the Fellowship of Quakers in the Arts to write and publish small books of verse to benefit nature centers and homeless shelters. In 1999 he moved to Medford Leas Continuing Care Retirement Community in Medford, N.J. A lifelong Quaker who belonged to the Chambersburg (Pa.) and Mount Holly (N.J.) Meetings, John is survived by his daughter, Leslie Kriebel; his son, David Kriebel; and brother and sister-in-law, Howard and Dorothea Kriebel.

Lawrence—Kingsley Lawrence, 75, of heart failure, on June 10, 2001. Kingsley was born into a Quaker family on July 22, 1924, in London, England, the only child of Henry and Elsie Ruth Lawrence. One of Kingsley's early recollections was swinging his feet under his chair during meeting for worship at Bun Hill Meeting in London. As a boy, Kingsley attended Highgate, a boarding school in London. At the start of World War II, the school was evacuated to Devon, but Kingsley chose to stay with his parents in London during the Blitz. He began his medical training at St. Bartholomew's Hospital (Bart's), and in 1940, while still a medical student, he went to the coast to assist the wounded from Dunkirk. Later, the medical students were evacuated from London, and Kingsley was sent to Queen's College in Cambridge, where he completed his medical degree in 1945, then served as a medical officer and squadron leader in the Royal Air Force. He reconciled his Quaker beliefs with his military service by insisting that he not bear arms and that he would care for any person regardless of national or political background. After the war, Kingsley continued his training at Bart's, specializing in general and thoracic surgery and, in 1951, becoming a Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons. In 1952 he married Alison Mallett, a Bart's nurse. Three years later, with their son Simon, they moved to Leeds, Yorkshire, where Kingsley continued his training at the General Infirmary there. In 1957, the family, now including their second son, Nicolas, traveled to Bethesda, Md., where Kingsley was a visiting scientist at the National Heart Institute and participated in research on open-heart surgery. On the family's return to England, he continued his work in Leeds. In 1961, the family emigrated to
Indianapolis Ind., where Kingsley became the director of the new heart research laboratory at Wishard Memorial Hospital. Here he led research on open-heart surgery using bypass machines and repaired congenital defects in children's hearts. In 1963 their third child, Karen, was born, and in 1967 the family became U.S. citizens. Kingsley became a Fellow of the American College of Surgeons and moved the family to San Diego, Calif., where he set up a private practice in thoracic and cardiovascular surgery. His first marriage later ended in divorce. In 1984, suffering from alcoholism, Kingsley entered Freedom Ranch, a recovery center in Campo, Calif., and began 16 years of sobriety. In 1987 he became board certified in Thoracic Surgery. His first marriage later ended in divorce. In 1984, suffering from alcoholism, Kingsley entered Freedom Ranch, a recovery center in Campo, Calif., and began 16 years of sobriety. In 1987 he became board certified in Thoracic Surgery. His first marriage later ended in divorce.

Although the marriage ended after only one year, Kingsley maintained a great interest in both Trish and Evan's well-being. A dedicated member of La Jolla Meeting, he served as clerk, treasurer, recorder, archivist, and on various committees. An elder of the meeting, Friends admired his style of ministry, a very mix of intelligence and humor. He went out of his way to be with people in need of comfort, company, or medical insight. During the last year of his life, Kingsley became a single parent at the age of 75, when Evan came to live with him. Kingsley is survived by his first wife, Alison Lawrance; and their children, Simon Lawrance, Nicolas Lawrance, and Karen Lawrance; by his second wife, Patricia, and his stepson, Evan; and three grandchildren, Henry, Hayley, and Jessica Lawrance.

Masterson—Sean Masterson, 71, on June 5, 2001, in Los Angeles, Calif. He was born on July 13, 1929, in Athlone, County Galway, Ireland, the youngest child and only son of Ellen Louise and Michael Masterson. He lived his last 21 years in the U.S., where he used his background in civil and industrial engineering to work in real estate appraisal for the County of Los Angeles. He was a member of Santa Monica Meeting. His immigration to the U.S. helped him to realize his dream of writing narrative fiction. Publishing short stories in the U.S. and Ireland, he strove to write about his spiritual growth, a journey in seeking the God of his understanding. Just before his untimely death, he completed his memoirs, Wandering Angus. Sean is survived by his wife, JoAnn Taylor; four children from an earlier marriage, Eoin, Eamon, Ann, and Conor Masterson; and a sister, Una Arrigan.

Norman—Jean Price Norman, 83, on September 21, 2000, at Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii. She was born on May 17, 1917, in Elizabeth, N.J., and was a student of William Vitarelli at George School. Jean had superb talent in the visual arts and excelled especially in the rendition of children. Her drawings depicting Hawaiian culture were featured on Honolulu Meeting's directory in the 1990s. She was a founding member of Tempe (Ariz.) Meeting in 1976, a member of Maui Worship Group in 1986, and of Honolulu Meeting since 1986. In March 2000, when Maui Worship
Group attendance was declining, the meeting place was moved to Jean’s home; she became an anchor for the group, and it began to grow again. She enriched the lives of all who had the good fortune to share the fun and joy of her friendship. She is survived by her daughter, Betsy Youngren; sons Bob, Charles, and Chris Horne and Tim Newfields; and her sister, Beth Price.

Schuster—Eleanor Ann Schuster, 71, on August 7, 2001, at Hospice-by-the-Sea in Boca Raton, Fla. Eleanor was born on July 25, 1930, in Camden, N.J., and was raised in Haddonfield. From age 20 to 36, she lived as a Roman Catholic Sister of Mercy. She trained as an intensive care nurse but became disillusioned with traditional medicine and devoted the rest of her life to challenging traditional medicine and promoting alternative health methods. She received her doctorate, and in 1985 she began teaching at Florida Atlantic University, specializing in holistic healthcare. In her lectures she presented many challenges to standard procedures and thinking. She was concerned about sustainability, and she helped Palm Beach Meeting make environmentally sound decisions about such concerns as carpeting, light bulbs, and paint. A member of the meeting for ten years, she served as recording clerk and on the Ministry and Overseers Committee, and she liked to send books or articles to people she thought would enjoy them. Eleanor is survived by several cousins, three cats, and many devoted friends, colleagues, and students.

Thompson—Martha (Sonja) Bowditch Weyl Kenworthy Thompson, 93, on March 18, 2001, in Amherst, Mass. She was born Martha Jeannette Bowditch on March 11, 1908, in Reading, Mich., to Martha Willems Bowditch, a Quaker, and John Bowditch Jr. With five little brothers, Martha learned responsibility early, a quality she linked with her Biblical namesake. College years at Oberlin gave her the chance to stretch her wings, and she loved it. She majored in English, made lifelong friendships, and distinguished herself as the set designer for the Drama Club. After graduating from Oberlin in 1929, Martha studied library science at Carnegie Institute of Technology in Pittsburgh, Pa. She became a children’s librarian in Queens, N.Y., and had a brief marriage to musician Romaine Mansfield. In September 1937, on a steamer returning from England, she met F. Joachim (Achim) Weyl, a Swiss-born doctoral student in Mathematics at Princeton whom she called “the miracle of my life.” He called her “Sonja,” giving a name to her imaginative and intellectual side to accompany the “Martha” of her responsible side. They were married on September 2, 1940, the day before he was naturalized as a U.S. citizen, and remained deeply committed to each other until his death from cancer in 1977. Achim’s work took them to Bloomington, then during the war years to Washington, D.C. In 1950 Sonja and Achim moved to London, where Sonja studied bookbinding. They returned to Washington in 1952, and Sonja became an active member of Friends Meeting of Washington, serving as librarian of the meetinghouse and on the board of directors of Davis House, a Quaker guest house where diplomats and visitors of color could find accommodation. She also took a job at the Smithsonian Institution and designed a book of walking tours of Washington. She was proud to
have been in the crowd that heard Martin Luther King Jr.'s "I Have a Dream" speech in 1963. In 1966 Sonja returned to New York where she joined the boundary of longtime friends Carolyn Horton. At this point Achim's health worsened. Facing life without him, Sonja bought a house on West 20th Street in Chelsea and had her daughter Nina renovate it as a dwelling-cum-rooming house. Here, for 11 years, she housed art students from Cooper Union and visiting friends. On New Year's Eve of 1987, on the verge of her 80th year, she married her Oberlin friend, Pulitzer-Prize winning New York Times journalist Edwin W. (Ned) Kenworthy. Ned had known her as Martha once again. She moved to Ned's home in Washington, where she began the sequence of radically designed quilts that she continued to create for the rest of her life. When Ned died four years later, Martha decided to move to Amherst, Mass., where daughter Nina was raising her two children. Here she joined Mr. Toby Meeting. On February 20, 1998, on the verge of her 90th birthday, she married her Oberlin beau, Harlan M. Thompson, who had taken her to her senior prom. Martha and Harlan spent three years together, until he died on July 6, 2000. Eight months later, she died too. She is survived by her two daughters, Annemarie Weyl Carr and Nina Weyl; two grandchildren, Joachim and Laura Weyl; and four of her siblings, John Bowditch, Ben Bowditch, Elizabeth Bennett, and James Bowditch.

Ward—William Joseph Ward, 79, of ALS (Lou Gehrig's Disease), on September 5, 2001, at his home in Malvern, Pa. He was born on January 2, 1922, in Cape May, N.J., the son of Joseph A. and Bessie Esterkine Ward. His childhood fascination with flying and airplanes would remain with him throughout his life. William moved to Drexel Hill, and in 1939 he graduated from Upper Darby High School. In 1941 he received a degree in Flying and Aeronautical Engineering and a pilot's license from Tri-State College in Angola, Ind. He joined the Army Air Corps in 1942, completing flight school, then teaching advanced flying and aerobatics before a transfer to active duty, where he was a captain in the 71st Fighter Squadron based in Saloia, Italy. He flew 43 missions in his P-38 plane, the Kitty Lou, including a mission to provide air cover for President Roosevelt during his trip to Yalta to meet with Stalin and Churchill. In 1946 he was one of two dozen young veterans who returned to Cape May to establish the loosely organized International Clam Shell Pitching Club, Bill continued to compete with this group well into the 1970s. On June 18, 1955, he married Mary-Jane Brooke Bricker, whom he had met at Cape May. He obtained a commercial pilot's license, but he chose to focus his career on missile and rocket design as an aeronautical engineer and program manager in the Aerospace Division at General Electric, where he worked for 30 years. An avid golfer, he was a member of the Niblicks, a group of Quaker golfers. He was a devoted family man and active member of Williamsport, Pa., Meeting. He is survived by his wife of 46 years, Mary-Jane Brooke Ward; three children, William Joseph Ward Jr., Constance Jane Ward, and Elizabeth Brooke Somers; and four grandchildren.

Friends, we are now in the 12th year of our war against Iraq. It's a new kind of war, waged mainly by economic sanctions that were imposed August 6, 1990. UNICEF and many other reliable sources report that those sanctions are killing thousands of children every month.

What does our historic Peace Testimony call us to do now?

—Mary Arnett, Philadelphia, Pa; Kay Camp, Havertown, Pa; Frances Crowe, Northampton, Mass.; Ingeborg Jack, Swarthmore, Pa; Ruth Matson, Upper Darby, Pa; Marjorie Schier, Levittown, Pa.

The perfect gift for someone you love

"In A Very Good Marriage we're given the tools to enhance our own unions. I don't know any marriage that couldn't be made richer and stronger by following these gentle precepts."

—From the Foreword by Philip A. Gulley
Author of Front Porch Tales

I
n light of statistics that show the fragility of marriage today, there is no marriage that can't be made better. For those looking for hope in a world where almost 50 percent of marriages fail, the story of Tom and Nancy Mullen's days together—and interviews with others in successful marriages—offer the possibility of a promising future for couples who have said, "I do." Written shortly after Nancy's death, A Very Good Marriage, gives an inspiring—and often humorous—look at Tom and Nancy Mullen's long-term marriage.

Friends United Press
Richmond, Indiana
friendspress@fum.org

Available from FGC Bookstore
1-800-966-4556

QUAKER INNER-CITY SCHOOL ENDOWMENT FUND (QICSEF)

If you contribute stock or cash to QICSEF you will help increase the long-term financial security of several small, well-integrated Quaker Schools that serve lower income inner-city children and you will increase the Schools' revenues for years to come. It's tax exempt.

Contact: Richard B. Angell, Clerk, 150 Kendal Drive, Kennett Square, PA 19348 • (610) 388-0935
POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT

Assistant Editor

FRIENDS JOURNAL is seeking a part-time assistant editor to help produce the magazine, focusing on the departments section, but also copy editing and proofing each entire issue. This individual will work closely with the senior editor and production staff, and will supervise the work of numerous volunteers who prepare several of the departments. This position is half-time (17.5 hours per week) and offers flexible hours, a warm collegial work environment, and the deep satisfaction of involvement with an important vehicle of Quaker communication.

FRIENDS JOURNAL

One pathway to peace leads right through the halls of Congress

Call 202 547-6000
Ask how you can help bring Friends' concern for peace and justice to Capitol Hill

FRIENDS COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL LEGISLATION
245 Second Street N.E. Washington, D.C. 20002-5795

Harry R. Forrest
Calligraphy
(609) 714-0100
callighfr@aol.com

- MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES -
- INSCRIPTIONS - SCROLLS -
22 New Freedom Rd., Medford, NJ 08055

CREMATION
Friends are reminded that the Anna T. Jeanes Fund will reimburse cremation costs. (Applicable to members of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting only.)

For information, write
DORIS CLINKSCALE
15 East McPherson Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19119-1617

We need to ask hard questions

I was deeply troubled by Scott Simon’s article “Reflection on the Events of September Eleventh” (15 Dec. 2001). He is a shrewd journalist who is expert at pushing the right buttons. I was struck by his unquestioning acceptance that we are “at war” and reduction of our choice to a “world such blind souls would make for us, ... or America, with all its faults.” That’s
close to saying “America, right or wrong.” Moreover, he is disingenuous (I can’t believe he is that naïve) to portray people, hiding in the holds of ships to enter this country, as admirers of our way of life. Most immigrants I have met are here escaping hunger and destitution, not because of cultural admiration. The “31 flavors of ice cream” was a gruesome touch, when one recalls that two-thirds of the world goes to bed hungry every night.

But the clincher came for me when he said, “I covered conflicts in Central America and the Caribbean, the Middle East, and Africa.” Then he is no stranger to Guatemala, El Salvador, and Nicaragua, where the Catholic Church and human rights groups have documented that from 1975 to 1985 more than 450,000 innocent, defenseless civilians were killed by death squads and military forces, led by officers trained at the School of the Americas at Fort Benning, Georgia. I would like to read his comments on that.

Before these atrocities there was Iran in 1953, Cuba in 1959-60, Congo in 1960, Brazil in 1964, Indonesia in 1965, Vietnam in 1961-73, Chile in 1973, the Philippines in 1960-80, Iraq from 1991 to the present. In every one of the countries mentioned, our government supported the dictators who ran them at least some of the time, and the CIA trained or financed their armed forces. The CIA taught the police departments of those countries and many more on how to torture without killing the victim. No one is better at the “down and dirty” than we are when we want to be. The “commercial broadcasters,” who Scott Simon claims are so responsible and professional today, have kept that history a secret from most people in the U.S. for 40 years.

The painful truth is that Scott Simon misses is that many in the world who hate us are not psychotic, although this condition may apply to bin Laden. As observers of our civilization, via television, they perceive how driven we are by money, as a suffocating cornucopia of individual wealth and power is constantly displayed on the screen. The destitution of the world, who survive on less than a few dollars a day, have intuited correctly that our obscene consumption is in direct proportion to their wretched poverty.

We consider ourselves generous, but tolerate hunger and homelessness in our own country while consuming 40 percent of the world’s natural resources. That amounts to the generosity of a millionaire who drops a quarter in a tin cup. We consider ourselves just, but execute prisoners without benefit of a fair trial. We say we are alarmed about the environment, but turn our backs on the Kyoto protocol, despite being the leading source of greenhouse gas emissions that cause global warming. We consider ourselves law abiding, but refuse to join the International Court of Justice. We think our strength is the only virtue that matters, our power to retaliate and crush the designated enemy.

It is difficult to love, like, or respect what our nation has become. We appear to believe that the goods of this world are infinite, are set aside for us, and completely capable of satisfying the desires of the human heart. In reality, no amount of wealth will ever bring about a decent, loving, and just world, any more than will all the “intelligent” weapons presently in our arsenal.

Scott Simon’s article is based on the assumption that God is sometimes wrong and that we have to put things right. Thus, kill we must. That is nothing more than the glorification of the “I” in ourselves over the existence of God. For my part, I choose the spirit and power of love, no matter how righteous, well-intentioned, and moderate the sword claims to be. Nothing can justify the attacks of September 11, but flag-waving, blind patriotism, and the suspension of civil rights cannot resolve it. We need to ask some hard questions about who we are and how we have treated the world.

Roy Herrera Jr.
Kissimmee, Fla.

“They hate us because they are psychotics”—no!

I do not wish to argue with the content of Scott Simon’s article (FJ Dec. 2001), with one exception. I speak as a fellow Quaker and as an advocate for persons suffering from mental illnesses (brain diseases such as schizophrenia, for instance) that can produce temporary psychotic symptoms in those individuals unlucky enough to suffer from such terrible and undeserved afflictions.

Of those who physically attacked the U.S., Scott Simon said, “They hate us because they are psychotics.” No! This is an incorrect use of the term. Although not intending harm, Scott Simon’s misuse of the word “psychotics” does do harm by perpetuating public misunderstanding of this term, and by stigmatizing yet another minority group—persons who suffer from neurobiological brain disorders. Such persons are no more to be blamed for their condition than those suffering from other brain disorders, such as epilepsy or Alzheimer’s Disease.

“Psychosis” and “psychotic” are clinical terms. I quote from Information for Writers, a pamphlet published by the National Alliance for the Mentally Ill for use by the print and broadcast media: “Psychosis is the inability to distinguish real from unreal experience and it generally resists antipsychotic medication. Psychopathy [or sociopathy] describes a pattern of irresponsible and often unlawful behavior and generally does not respond to antipsychotic medication.”

“Psychotic” and “psychopathic” are just not the same thing. It is inaccurate and offensive to the mentally ill and their families to describe the Taliban terrorists as “psychotics.” Elsewhere Scott Simon more acceptably uses the term “blind souls” to describe the terrorists and I propose “fanatics” as another term that legitimately could be applied to them.

I have enjoyed Scott Simon’s public radio work for many years, and I now respectfully request him not to repeat his misuse of the term “psychotic.” As a person quick to recognize the stigmatization of gays, for instance, Scott Simon is too smart to be inadvertently contributing to the stigmatization of another group—persons with mental illness (and yes, who sometimes suffer from psychotic symptoms). These are perhaps our last suffering, unrecognized, and neglected minority.

Madeleine M. Goodrich
Concord, Mass.

Religious pacifism encompasses that of God in all

I write in response to the article by Scott Simon (FJ Dec. 2001). As a journalist, he points out that while he covered the conflicts in Central America, the Caribbean, the Middle East, and Africa, his pacifism was not shaken. Now, because our country has been attacked, his beliefs have fallen to the wayside. Being juxtaposed between the articles by Carol Reilly Urner and John Paul Lederach, along with the poem by Phil Lord, one is prompted to think about the fallacy of Scott Simon’s support of the U.S. war plans on September 25. His pacifism appears to be something he supports only when it is comfortable to do so—that is, when it applies to the victims of other conflicts, but not those in our country. As a Quaker, my religious pacifism encompasses our central theological belief of that of God
GuideOne Insurance is America’s leading insurer of religious institutions, and has been protecting Friends houses of worship and schools for more than 20 years. In fact, since 1979, GuideOne has been the Friends Insurance Group property and casualty insurer of choice.

To arrange for a FREE premium quotation, and to learn more about GuideOne Insurance, call 1-877-448-4331 ext. 5429.
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in every person, with no exceptions. Warmaking is always a sinful activity because it denies the divine in our so-called enemies.

Scott Simon supports his argument with the specious statement that “half of the draft-age Quakers and Mennonites in North America enlisted in World War II, on the idea that whatever solutions nonviolence had to offer the world, it was without a response to Adolf Hitler.” He does not identify his source of information, nor does he make any mention of whether these “enlisted” were combatants. Was this an intentional oversight to support his argument? I checked with Center for Conscience and War (formerly NISBCO) and the folks there say that Simon’s statement is wrong. Approximately half of these groups did not enlist, although they did accept military service when drafted. His statement is not justified since he ignores that these were primarily veterans who registered as IAO and thus were among the 25,000 noncombatants.

He goes on to assert that pacifism’s “fatal flaw” doomed Bosnia’s effort to become the Costa Rica of the Balkans. The comparison is an ill fit, at best. Costa Rica was not threatened by its neighbors, nor did it have similar ethnic problems. Perhaps Bosnia and Herzegovina can try demilitarization again in the future, with the help of the UN, as that region stabilizes.

Simon notes that the terrorists “hate us because they are psychotics.” That may be. But to summarily dismiss them as not to be taken seriously is dangerous. Osama bin Laden and al-Qaida are an organized crime network, and should be dealt with as such. To equate them with a foreign military power against which to retaliate is a mindset that could easily lead us down a spiral of endless violence. The suggestions given in John Paul Lederach’s article (“The Challenge of Terror: A Traveling Essay,” FJ Dec. 2001) are much more thoughtful and reasonable than blindly going to war to “defend” (i.e., killing for) our country.

Scott Simon stated that he was impressed with President Bush’s statements regarding the treatment of Muslim Americans. I was as well on September 25. But since that time, with the passage of the USA Patriot Act, the signing of the executive order regarding the assignment of suspected terrorists to military tribunals, along with the secretive detention of immigrants through racial and religious profiling conducted by the Justice Department and the Immigration and Naturalization Service, one sees that Bush’s actions belie his words.

Scott Simon “can conjure” but not see “a score of reasons why this war should not be
fought.” I wonder if he knew of Lederach’s essay, which was written on September 16. If not, would his words have changed? I doubt it because throughout the article he belittles pacifists as if we are passive in the face of violence, terrorism, and war. Reading about the U.N., and knowing of the work of such groups as American Friends Service Committee, Christian Peacemaker Teams, Fellowship of Reconciliation, Mennonite Central Committee, and Peace Brigades International, contradicts that premise entirely.

A violent, war-making response to terrorism is expedient, but does not solve the problem. Eliminating the cause of terrorism and pursuing justice for everyone is the hard, but necessary, path to follow.

Daniel G. Cole
Middletown, Md.

Let’s do the unexpected

It was so refreshing to read the article “The Challenge of Terror: A Traveling Essay” (F/J Dec. 2001) by John Paul Lederach. Wouldn’t it be wonderful if our government did the unexpected and reversed the cycle of revenge and violence? As we know, this is not a traditional war, and we must change the game plan.

However, to think of this as a “game” seems frivolous to me. It is a challenge we must face with diplomatic, dynamic exploration that will build from the heart and soul of our religious traditions. Our challenge is to sustain a genuine engagement that encourages all people to seek that which assures them the respect for life that every religion sees as an inherent and right gift from the Divine. In response we need to build a political and social life that is responsible for fundamental human needs. May we all pray that these ideas take root.

Ruth P. Kirk
Small (16) Intergenerational Groups


Contact: Rich Hiller, 1641 Lee Road, Gulford, VT 05301, (802) 254-4746.

Quaker House Ann Arbor has periodic openings for six person intentional community based on Friends principles. (734) 571-7435, <quakerhouse@umich.edu>, <www.tic.org qhha>.

Friends may well enjoy, learn, and deepen from a week long experience in related person awareness groups. Non-sexist; our 36th year. The La Jolla Program, (760) 789-4764; e-mail: <laojlapprogram@yahoo.com>.

Learn About the UN at the UN


Do you have an active interest in international affairs? Would you appreciate studying the UN at first hand? Do you want to meet people from all over the world? Are you aged 20—35?

Yes? Then write today for an application pack to: Julianne Hodgkin (QUNNS), Friends House, Euston Road, Lon-

don, NW1 2BJ, UK. E-mail: <jullanh@quaker.org.uk>.

Find out more: <www.quono.org>.

The Young Adult Leadership Development Program at Earlham College is a year-long service-learning and spiritual enrichment internship for 12 young people ages 18—24. Experience the community at Pendle Hill, explore service opportunities both individually and as a group, participate in workshops, with experienced Friends, worship and reflection, and travel 15-Aug., 4, 2002. Modest stipend. Social Action and Social Witness Internships: a 9-month service opportunity for young adults and seasoned activists. Room, board, tuition, and health insurance provided. Ground your activism in spiritual community!

Contact: Julian O’Reiley, (610) 666-8507 / (803) 742-3150, ext. 12—<quongpennhill@pennhill.org>.

Quaker Writers and Artists

Join the Fellowship of Quakers in the Arts. FQA’s goal is “To nurture and showcase the literary, visual, and performing arts within the Religious Society of Friends, for purposes of Quaker expression, ministry, witness, and outreach. To these ends, we will offer spiritual, prac-

tical, and financial support as we open.” Help build an international network of creative support and celebration! Membership; $25/year. FQA, P.O. Box 75656, Philadelphia, PA 19110-3182, e-mail: <dquqqaqui@quirquer.org>. Web: <www.quono.org/fqa>.

To consider mountain view retirement property, near a Friends center, visit <azquornsfriend.com> or write Roy Joe Stuckey, 6657 N. San Luis Obispo Drive, Douglas, AZ 85607.

Friends Center with unprogrammed Christian orien-
tation at Earlham College offers occasional retreats with spiritual direction available. Also weekend retreats: March 8 Listening to the Holy Spirit with Katherine and Ken Jacobson; April 5 Intentional Living and Mindful Dying with Connie McPeak; April 20—26. Also weekend retreats at Barnesville offers also weekend retreats: May 3-9 Intentional Living and Mindful Dying with David Grady; June 13-19, Intentional Living and Mindful Dying with John Smith. For information write Bill Taber, 6136) Sandy Ridge Barnevans, OH 43712 or phone (740) 428-1246.

Travel to Tuscany and Provence

Taste of Tuscany and Friends, an Italian group, has been getting unattached booklovers together since 1970. Please write Box 117, Gradvy, PA 19033, or call (610) 358-5045.

Positions Sought

Seeking position. Friend, more than 20 years of Quaker service, offers management, publicity, and teaching experience. I reside in Downingtown, Pa., and must use public transportation. I will travel only if not to do so full-time. Phone: (610) 269-6548, Address: 210 Sunset Drive, Downingtown, PA 19335.

Positions Vacant

Position Announcement

Friends Journal is seeking a part-time assistant editor to help produce the magazine, focusing on the development of the magazine’s editorial style. This position is full-time. A B.A. in communications is required. The candidate must have 1-3 years of experience in editorial work (student internships are not sufficient). The position includes full-time benefits. Please send the following to: Susan Corson-Finney, Friends Journal, 1218 Arch Street, Suite 2A, Philadelphia, PA 19107.

Cooks, Nurses, and Counselors needed for Summer Camp. Camp Dark Waters, a Quaker fac camp celebrating its 75th summer, is hiring RN’s, experienced counselors (coun
dees), and counselors at least 18 years old to make this summer camp work. Send resume to (603) 691-6646 or send resume to P.O. Box 263, Mendon, NE 68055.

Friends Camp located in South China, Maine, seeks coun-
selors with skills in pottery, photography, crafts, music, sailing, sports, and Recreation. Kitchen assistant and maintenance staff are also needed. A nurse, physician assistant, or EMT is of major importance to us. Maine state licensing will be required. Apply to: James Ellis, Director, Friends Camp, P.O. Box 64, East Vaala, ME 04695. Tel: 207-923-3975, <emellis@serve.net>, <www.friendscamp.org>.

Scattergood Friends Program is currently accepting applica-
tions for various positions for the 2002—2003 school year. Scattergood is a rural, primarily boarding high school located near Unicoi, Georgia. Learn more about the school at <www.scattergood.org>.

Volunteer Internship at Ben Lomond Quaker Center, a retreat and conference center near Santa Cruz, Calif. Residential, one year beginning August. Great opportunity to grow spiritually and work in all areas of this Quaker nonprofit. Mountains, redwoods, housing, stipend, and benefits provided. Singles and couples both welcome. Application deadline: April 1; call (831) 336-8333. E-mail <smallolx@scattergood.org>.

Farmland & Wilderness is a nonprofit educational foundation that operates five residential summer camps for children ages 9 through 17, a day camp, and year-round outdoor programs. Our summer camps are located high in the Green Mountains of Vermont in the town of Tunbridge. We are grounded in Quaker values of simplicity, honesty, self-reliance and respect for all persons. We facilitate people developing a deep regard for one another, for life itself, for the work of nurturing the Quaker spirit, and for the spiritual and moral growth that comes with young people whose faith journeys vary widely from one another, and in skills in preparing and leading worship and helping others.

To Apply: Please send a cover letter, résumé, three professional references to: Linda F Tyler, Associate Dean of Student Development, Drawer 185, Earlham College, 801 National Road West, Richmond, IN 47374. Applications will be accepted until the position is filled. Affirmative Action: Earlham College continues to build a community that reflects the gender and racial diversity of the society at large, and therefore we are particularly interested in inviting and encouraging applications from African American and other ethnic minorities, women, persons with disabilities, and members of the Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender (LGBT) community.

Resident, Redwood Forest Friends Meeting, Santa Rosa, Calif. Residents providing hospitality and caretaking duties including cooking meals, keeping the meeting hall, and attending meetings on behalf of the members. Contact: Paul and Betty Farnsworth, PO Box 1831, Santa Rosa, CA 95402.

Interns, 9—12 month commitment beginning January, June, and December. Interns are needed at the hospital at Willi-

am Penn House, five blocks from U.S. Capitol. Room, board, and small stipend. (See: WPH, 515 East Capitol Street, SE, Washington, DC 20003.)

Arthur Morgan School. A small high school for students with exceptional needs. A place where students learn through hands-on projects, independent study, community service, and field trips. Contact: Sherry and Ken Morgan, 3201 W. 182nd Street, Inglewood, CA 90304.

Single Booklovers, a national group, has been getting unattached booklovers together since 1970. Please write Box 117, Gradvy, PA 19033, or call (610) 358-5045.

Personal

Concerned Singles

Concerned Singles ime compatible, socially conscious single people interested in discussing issues of gender, race, age, location, and interests. Monthly meetings in San Francisco and various other locations. Contact: Arthur Morgan, 3201 W. 182nd Street, Inglewood, CA 90304.

Travel to Tuscany and Provence

Taste of Tuscany and Friends, an Italian group, has been getting unattached booklovers together since 1970. Please write Box 117, Gradvy, PA 19033, or call (610) 358-5045.
Section of the Americas

Friends World Committee for Consultation, Section of the Americas, seeks an appointment as Executive Secretary beginning Summer 2002. The Section of the Americas administers a portion of FWCC’s worldwide work of developing communication and cooperation among Friends of varying backgrounds and traditions. The Section’s emphasis is on connecting Area and Regional Friends staff in the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, office and elsewhere in the Americas to assist Friends in their worship and mission. The position requires good organizational skills and strong interpersonal skills. To apply, please mail a resume and reference letter to FWCC, 1506 Race Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102, phone (215) 245-7250; fax (215) 241-7285; <americas@fwcc.quaker.org>.

Peabody Hill High School Youth Camp Leaders (5)
Facilitate and be a part of the planning process for a weeklong Quaker service-learning program for ages 15–19. Lead service projects, field trips, discussion games; each Quaker values and history. Dates: July 9–18, 2002, plus 4-day planning weekend in May. Room, board, and honorarium. Contact: Melissa S. Newell, 4160 East Cambridge Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138, phone: (617) 547-0211, fax: (617) 547-0022. E-mail: <summerjobs@friends.org>.

Real Estate

Our Neighborhood Blends Old, Young, and In-Between
Come live in Neighborhood Design-Built’s premier “green” cooperative neighborhood near Asheville, N.C., in the Blue Ridge Mountains. Own a quiet, sun-filled, comfortable, health-supporting, energy-efficient, low-maintenance townhouse with radiant floor heat, low energy bills, and high bandwidth communications. Use the large community building for optional shared meals, guest rooms, laundry, discussion groups, and other resources and services. Large creative playground, prairie garden, fruit trees, water features. Enjoy nearby urban and recreational amenities. Townhouses $125,000–$250,000. <www.rwsdb.com>.

Rentals & Retreats

Nantucket, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, near beach and Hummock Pond. Wash., dryer, dishwasher, deck. Available 6-7, June, July, August, September, minimum two weeks. (508) 422-9445 evenings.

Cape May, N.J., Beach House—weekly rentals; weekend rentals in off-season. Sleeps 12. Great for family reunions! Block from beach. Call: (718) 398-3561.

Bald Head Island, N.C., Panoramic view of ocean, dunes, lagoon, and golf course from four-bedroom, two-bathroom, beautifully furnished house with wraparound deck, two electric bikes, paddle boards, beach chairs, croquet, swimming, and fishing. 13,000 acres of maritime wildlife sanctuaries. Many lovely beaches. No cars on island. Peaceful, friendly, Rental by day or week. (251) 699-9166.

A Friendly Maui vacation on a Quaker family organic farm. 20 minutes to local beaches. New cedar building with ocean view, queen bed, single bed, wood-burning stove. $125/day. (808) 572-9205. Fax: (808) 572-6054.


Retirement Living

Foxdale Village, for Quaker-directed life care. A vibrant and caring community that encourages and supports men and women as they seek to live fully and gracefully in the second half of their lives. Equality, mutual respect, compassion, and personal involvement. Spacious ground-floor apartments and community amenities such as solar heating, swimming pool, and a fully equipped exercise facility. CCAC Accredited. Reasonable fees include medical care. 500 East Marilyn Avenue, Department F, State College, PA 16801-1659. For more information, call Lena Gill at (814) 253-4931. <www.foxdalevillage.org>.

KENDALL COMMUNITIES

Kendall communities and services reflect sound management, adherence to Quaker values, and respect for each individual.

Continuing care retirement communities:
Kendall at Longwood: Crosslands • Kennett Square, Pa. Kendall at Hanover • Hanover, N.H. Kendall at Oberlin • Oberlin, Ohio Kendall at Ithaca • Ithaca, N.Y. Kendall at Alexandria • Alexandria, Va.

Communities under development:
Kendall on Hudson • Sleepy Hollow, N.Y. Kendall at Granville • Granville, Ohio Independent living with residential services:
Barclay Friends • West Chester, Pa. Adams Retirement Center • Westfield, N.J. Unite the Elders • Pa. Restorative Intervention Kendall Corporation Internships
For information, call or write: Doris Lambert, The Kendall Corporation, P.O. Box 100, Kennett Square, PA 19345. (610) 386-5961. E-mail: <info@kccorp.kendall.org>.

Kendall Friends Homes, Inc., founded by North American Yearly Meeting of the Society of Friends, has been providing retirement options since 1966. Both of the Kendell Friends Homes West are fee-for-service, continuing care retirement communities offering independent living, assisted living, and skilled nursing care. Located in Greensboro, North Carolina, both communities are close to Colgate and Guilford College and are in the heart of the city. Enjoy the beauty of four seasons, as well as outstanding cultural, intellectual, and spiritual opportunities in an area where Quaker values are affirmed. Contact: (336) 292-4952, or write: Friends West Homes, 6100 W. Friendly Avenue, Greensboro, NC 27410. Friends Homes, Inc., owns and operates both communities dedicated to the lady and spirit of Equal Housing Opportunity.

Schools

Rancocas Friends School: Pre-K, half day, and full day, after school care, quality academic and developmentally appropriate programs. Afterschool, Tuition: $125-200. Contact: 211 Main Street, Rancocas (Village), NJ 08073 (609) 267-1265. Fax: (609) 795-7554.

Stratford Friends School provides a strong academic program in a small, nurturing environment. The school also offers an extended day program, tutoring, and summer school. Information: Stratford Friends School, 5 Llanilido Road, Stratford, PA 19083. (610) 446-3144.

Friends Meeting School: Serving more than 100 students on 50-acres in southern Frederick County between I-70 and I-70. Coed, Pre-K to grade 8. Strong academically. Green, environmentally sound, developmentally appropriate, peace-skills, and Spanish, and extended day program. 3323 Green Valley Road, barnstable, MD 21715 (301) 728-0281 <friendsmeetschool.org>.

Orchard Friends School: A school for children, grades K-6, with language-based learning differences. 16 East Main Street, Moorestown, NJ 08057. Phone: (609) 526-2777. Fax: (609) 238-0122. E-mail: <orchardL96@aol.com>.

Frankford Friends School: coed, K-6; serving center city, northeast, and most areas of Philadelphia. We provide children with an affordable yet challenging academic program in a small, nurturing environment. Frankford Friends School, 1500 Oxford Street, Philadelphia, PA 19124. (215) 533-5368.

Junior high boarding school for grades 7 & 8. Small academic classes, challenging outdoor experiences, community service, consensus decision making, daily work projects in a small, caring, community environment. Arthur Morgan School, 900 Hancock Road, Burnsville, NC 28714. (828) 676-4263.


The Quaker School at Horsham, a value-centered elementary and middle school for students with learning differences. Small, remedial classes, qualified staff, serving Friends, Mennonite, and other students. 130 West 2nd Street, Horsham, PA 19044. (215) 674-2875.

Come visit Olney Friends School on your cross-country travels. six miles south of I-70 in the green hills of eastern Ohio. A residential high school and farm, next to Stillwater Meetinghouse, Olney is college preparation built around Quaker values. Many amenities and useful work. 61800 Sandy Ridge Road, Barkeyville, Ohio 43713. (740) 425-3650.

John Woolman School, Rural California, grades 9–12. Provides boarding, day, and part-time programs for boys and girls. Social diversity, private college preparatory, small classes, caring staff, work program, service projects; board, day, 13075 Woolman Ave., Linne, Calif. (530) 277-8000, fax: (530) 277-8001. <www.johnwoolman.org>.

University of North Carolina, coed; preschool–9; emphasizing integrative, developmentally appropriate curriculum, including whole language and manipulative math; serving upper middle and upper class students. 20 South 10th Street, Quakersville, PA 18951. (215) 338-1703.

Lansdowne Friends School.—a small Friends school for boys and girls from ages of 4–6 through sixth grade, rooted in Quaker values. We provide children with a quality academic and a developmentally appropriate program in a nurturing environment. Wholistic language, therapeutic education, conflict resolution, Spanish, after-school care, summer program. 110 N Lansdowne Avenue, Lansdowne, PA 19050. (610) 629-2548.

Services Offered

Connections we organic anything.

Professional organizing with a Quaker perspective! From company planning to household management, CONNECTIONS can organize anything—and our services are always customized. Whether your organizing need is eventcoordination, filing and record retention assistance, staff training, or a large college or small family project—CONNECTIONS will work with you to design and implement just the right result for your individual needs. Contact for a free estimate. Stark at <atarkit@home.com> or (717) 233-4393.

Moving to North Carolina? Maybe David Brown, a Quaker real estate broker, can help. Contact him at 1208 Pinebrook Dr., Greensboro, NC 27410. (336) 234-2055.
Meetings
A partial listing of Friends meetings in the United States and abroad.

AUSTRALIA
All Australian meetings for worship are listed on the Australian Quaker Website (www.quakers.org.au). Meetinghouses in Brisbane, Cairns, Melbourne, Sydney, Perth and other overnight accommodation. Further details from Yearly Meeting Secretary (secretary@nqtmge.net.au), or phone + 61 (0) 3 96278642.

BOTSJAVA
Gaborone-phone/fax (267) 347147, <gudrun@info.bwro>

CANADA


GERMANY
BAD PYRMONT-Every Sunday, 11 a.m. Quakerhaus, Bumbergelle 9, 3185 Bad Pyrmont.

BERLIN-Every Sunday, 11 a.m. Quakerbüro, Panamablick 9, 1017 Berlin.

COLOGNE-Every Sunday, 11 a.m. Knaerntst, 27, 5093 Kehl (Schong). Phone 0221-9524672.

FRANKFURT-First meeting Sunday, 11 a.m. 4th Friday, 6 p.m. Monheim, Eysenekne, 54, Frankfurt a. M.

GOETTINGEN-Unprogrammed meeting 11 a.m., second and fourth Sundays. Göttinger Str. 51, 37085 Goettingen (Geopen). Phone 0551-790830.

HAMBURG-Unprogrammed meeting 10:30 a.m. and fourth Sundays. Mörthweg 54, Hamburg.

GUATEMALA
GUATEMALA-Unprogrammed. First and third Sundays.

INDIA
NEW DELHI-Unprogrammed worship, 10 a.m. Sundays at National YWCA Officers, 10 Parliament St., Tel: 91-11-658302.

MEXICO
CIUDAD VICTORIA, TAMALIPAS- Iglesia de los Amigos, Sunday 10 a.m.; Thursday 6 p.m. Matamoros 737 20-29-70.

MEXICO CITY-Unprogrammed meeting Sundays 11 a.m. Casa de los Amigos, Ignacio Mariscal 132, 06030, Mexico, D.F. 05-0521.

NICARAGUA
MANAGUA-Unprogrammed worship, 10 a.m. Sundays. El Centro de los Amigos, APTDO 5391, Managua, Nicaragua. Phone: 505-224-82-0551.
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Alabama
AUBURN-Unprogrammed meeting, Sunday 3 p.m. 200 West 26th Ave., Auburn, AL 36830-2001. Phone: (334) 877-9862 or 334-875-9872.

BIRMINGHAM-Unprogrammed meeting. 10 a.m. Saturdays, 4413 5th Ave. S., Birmingham, AL 35212. Phone: (205) 775-3990.

FAIRHOPE-Unprogrammed meeting 10 a.m. Sundays at Friends Meetinghouse. Fairhope Ave. Write: P.O. Box 319, Fairhope, AL 36532. Phone: (205) 968-0982.

Huntsville-Unprogrammed meeting 10 a.m. Sundays in various homes. Call (205) 877-0327 or write P.O. Box 3830, Huntsville, AL 35818.

ROYAL (Blount County)-Worship group. (205) 429-3088.

Arizona
FLAGSTAFF-Unprogrammed meeting and First-day school 10 a.m. 402 S. Beaver, 86001.

ALABAMA
ANCHORAGE-Call for time and directions. (907) 566-1709.

FAIRBANKS-Unprogrammed, First day, 10 a.m. Hidden Hill Friends Center, 2682 Gold Hill Rd. 2574-7036.

JUNEAU-Unprogrammed, 10 a.m. Sunday, 725 St. Ains St., Juneau, AK 99804. Phone: 907-566-0493.
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Arkansas

FAYETTEVILLE-Unprogrammed. (501) 521-8567 or 257-3352.

LITTLE ROCK-Unprogrammed meeting, discussion 10 a.m., worship at 11 a.m. at 3415 West Markham. Phone: (501) 564-7423.

California
ARCARA-11 a.m. 1920 Zehnder. (707) 677-0461.

BERKELEY-Unprogrammed meeting. Worship 11 a.m., 1215 Vine St. Berkeley, CA 94706. Phone: (510) 847-3030.

BERKELEY-Strawberry Creek, P.O. Box 4036, (510) 524-9186. Unprogrammed worship and First-day school 10 a.m. at Berkeley Alternative High School, Martin Luther King and Derby Street, Berkeley.

CHICO-10:15 a.m. Sunday service. 10 a.m. Unprogrammed meeting for children's classes. Hemlock and 14 Ave. (530) 897-3638.

CLAREMONT-Worship 9:30 a.m. Classes for children. 727 W. Harrison Ave., Claremont. (909) 621-7300.

DOUGLAS-First meeting 6:45 a.m. 3445 S. 14Th Street, St. Victor, IL 61562.

FRESNO-First meeting Sunday, 10 a.m. 2201 San Joaquin Ave., Fresno, CA 93740. (209) 634-7402.

GRASS VALLEY-10 a.m. 1395 W. 15TH STREET, Grass Valley, CA 95949.

LOS ANGELES-11 a.m. at meetinghouse, 1417 S. Oxford Ave., LA 90037. (213) 296-0735.
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MENDOCINO-Worship 10 a.m. at Caspar Shul, halfway between Mendocino and Fort Bragg. (707) 937-0200.

 Mill Valley, (310) 514-1730.


Nebraska
LINCOLN-Unprogrammed worship 10:30 a.m.; 3319 S. 8th; Phone: 488-4178.

New Hampshire
CONCORD-Worship 10 a.m. Children welcomed and cared for. Memorial Valley Day Care Center, 19 N. Fruit St.; Phone: (603) 224-4748.

LISMAN-Unprogrammed worship 10:30 a.m., 141 Central Ave. Childcare available. Clerk: Sara Hubeck, (207) 364-0911, or write: 392 Main St., Bellingham, ME 04888.

OMAHA-Unprogrammed worship 11 a.m.; University Hall, 9400. Children's welcome. (609) 698-2058, or call: Grace-based.

New Jersey
ALBANY-First-day school 10 a.m. at 15 Rutherford Ave. Contact: Anna Marrone, (518) 234-7217.


MANHASSET M.M.-10 a.m., 2002 Winding Rd. Meeting for worship first, third, and fifth Saturdays at 11:30 a.m. Contact: Chris Rossi, (315) 691-5353.

WEST EPWING-Unprogrammed worship/children's program at Westminster Presbyterian Church on 3rd and 4th Sundays. Phone: (505) 845-4660.

NEW MEXICO
ABQ-University Meeting, 10 a.m. 1500 5th St., N.W. (505) 834-6450.

ALBUQUERQUE-Friends Meetinghouse, 11 a.m. 4137 S. Mesa Verde Rd., near Absecon. Phone: (609) 845-1943.

ALBUQUERQUE-Meeting for worship and First-day school 11 a.m. 349 7th St., S., N.W., (505) 843-6450.

AMHERST-First-day school 10 a.m. 3rd and 4th Sundays. Contact: Daniel K. Mead, 12603. Telephone: (518) 234-7217.

ANSONIA-First-day school meetings, 10 a.m. and 1st and 3rd Sundays. Contact: Mary L. Ziegler, 676 Blake Ave., Near Absecon. Phone: (609) 345-3208.

BATAVIA-Meeting for worship and First-day school 10 a.m. 43 Lebanon St. Meetinghouse. (603) 235-1561.

CENTRAL FINGE R-Worship and First-day school 10 a.m. 302-35, Youngtowner (914) 569-8549.

CORNWALL-First-day school 10 a.m. and 1st and 3rd Sundays. Contact: Mary L. Ziegler, 676 Blake Ave., Near Absecon. Phone: (609) 345-3208.

CROOKSWICK-Unprogrammed meeting and First-day school 9:30 a.m. (9:30 a.m.) Main St., Secretary. (609) 573-2591.

LONG ISLAND QUARTERLY-Meetings normally at 11 a.m.

BETHPAGE-Meeting for worship every Sunday at 10 a.m. Telephone: (516) 537-8625 or (516) 357-1519. Our website is www.nyym.org.

HIST-Weekly meeting, 11 a.m. Phone: (631) 271-0672. Our website is www.nyym.org.

NEW PALTZ-Worship, First-day school, and childcare 10:30 a.m. 8 N. Manheim. (845) 255-7579.

NEW YORK CITY-Nottingham Meeting at 11 Schermerhorn Street, Binghamton, NY 13901. Contact: Peter Purcell, (607) 772-2043.

NORTH MANHATTAN-Worship 10:30 a.m. First-day school 10:30 a.m., 11 a.m., every Wednesday at 6 p.m.; Manhattan Meeting at 150 Park Place and Third Meeting at 130 Park Place. Contact: Chris Quinlan, (609) 845-8516.

NEW YORK CITY-Brooklyn Meeting at 221 East 17th Street (Rutherford Place), Manhattan. Unprogrammed worship every Sunday at 9:30 a.m. and every Wednesday at 6 p.m.; Manhattan Meeting at 150 Park Place and Third Meeting at 130 Park Place. Contact: Chris Quinlan, (609) 845-8516.

NEW YORK CITY-Tribeca Meeting at 47-20 11th Ave., 10th Floor; phone: (212) 777-8860 (Mon-Fri, 9-5); 538-3596, or call: Grace-based (518) 234-7217.

NEW YORK CITY-Tribeca Meeting at 47-20 11th Ave., 10th Floor; phone: (212) 777-8860 (Mon-Fri, 9-5); 538-3596, or call: Grace-based (518) 234-7217.

PIERCE-First-day school 10:30 a.m. 614 East Bay Ave. Visitors welcome. (609) 352-5255.

PITCHELL-First-day school 10:30 a.m. 614 East Bay Ave. Visitors welcome. (609) 352-5255.

PORTLAND-Worship 10 a.m..Phone: (207) 364-0911.

POTSDAM-Meeting for worship and First-day school 10 a.m. 3rd and 4th Sundays. Contact: David Cowen, 1901 Main St., Potsdam, NY 13676. Phone: (315) 547-5450, Delhi, NY 12024.

PRINCETON-Worship 9 a.m. and First-day school 11 a.m. Oct.-May, 470 Quaker Rd. near Mercer St. (609) 924-7214.

QUEWKENTOWN-Worship and First-day school 10:30 a.m. Box 502, Quawkenton 08068. (201) 782-8953.

RANCOCCAS-Worship 11 a.m., First-day school 10 a.m., summer schedule—worship every Sunday at 10:30 a.m., June-Sept., (609) 827-6152 or (609) 654-2659. E-mail: grancan@aol.com.

RIDGECREST-Meeting for worship and First-day school 10:30 a.m. 224 Highwood Ave. (201) 445-8450.

SALEM-Meeting for worship 10:30 a.m., First-day school 9:30 a.m., 2nd and 4th Sundays. Phone: (908) 786-4491.

SOMERSET/MORRIS COUNTIES-Somerset Hills Meeting, Community Club, E. Main St., Brookside. Meeting: 10:30 a.m., 3rd and 4th Sundays. Phone: (732) 741-4136.

SOUTH BRUNSWICK-First-day school 10 a.m. 1508 Southern Blvd, Chatham Township. Visitors welcome.

SOUTH NEW JERSEY-Worship and First-day school 10 a.m. at 1st and 3rd Sundays. Phone: (609) 352-5255.

SPRINGFIELD-Worship and First-day school 10 a.m. 2nd and 4th Sundays. Contact: Anna Marrone, (518) 234-7217.

STEPPING-Unprogrammed worship 10 a.m. 1st and 3rd Sundays. Contact: Anna Marrone, (518) 234-7217.


UGLY-Unprogrammed worship every Sunday at 10 a.m. Contact: John H.椽, 1309 N. Green St., N.W., (505) 843-6450.

VALLEYS-First-day school 10 a.m. 1500 5th St., N.W., (505) 843-6450.

WASHINGTON-Worship 10 a.m. and 1st and 3rd Sundays. Call: Chris Quinlan, (609) 845-8516.

WESTCHESTER-Worship First-day school 10 a.m. 814 E. Taconic Pky. (914) 266-3170.

WILMINGTON-Meeting for worship and First-day school 10 a.m. 249 Hooker Ave., 12003. (645) 735-2790.

WISCONSIN-Worship and First-day school 10 a.m. 1500 5th St., N.W., (505) 843-6450.

WOODBURY-First-day school 10:30 a.m. 302-35, Youngtowner (914) 569-8549.

WOODSTOCK-Worship 10 a.m., 3rd and 4th Sundays. Contact: John H.椽, 1309 N. Green St., N.W., (505) 843-6450.

WORSHIPS-Worship and First-day school 10 a.m. 249 Hooker Ave., 12003. (645) 735-2790.

WRIGHTSVILLE-First-day school 10 a.m. 249 Hooker Ave., 12003. (645) 735-2790.

WYOMING-Worship and First-day school 10 a.m. 1500 5th St., N.W., (505) 843-6450.

<www.nyym.org>
JOHNSON CITY-Tri-Cities Friends (unprogrammed). Edie Patrick, (423) 282-4392 or <ewpatrick@aol.com>

MENOMINEE-Worship on 1st and 3rd Sunday 10 a.m. Adult study 10 a.m. Meeting 11 a.m. in the second floor, 420 Division Ave. (218) 726-6130.

NASHVILLE-Meeting for worship and 1st day school 10 a.m. Adult sharing 11 a.m. on second and fourth Sundays, 2044-2046 7th Ave. (615) 269-0282.

WEST KNOXVILLE-Worship and First-day school 1st a.m. 1517 Meeting House Lane. (865) 694-0338.

Texas

AUSTIN-Meeting for worship, Sunday, 10:30-11:30 a.m. in the home of Georgette and Martha Flor. (512) 387-2031 for information.

ARLINGTON-Worship, 1st day 11 a.m. 1901 W. Washington Blvd. (817) 985-3437.

GALVESTON-Worship, First day 11 a.m. 1501 Post Office St. McPhail, Clark. (409) 744-4214.

HOLLAND-Worship, 1st day 11 a.m. 603 William Ave. (360) 733-5477.

HOUSTON-Worship Group, 1st day 8 a.m. and 10 a.m. Sunday and 7 p.m. Wednesday. First-day school 11 a.m. Children provided. 1318 W. 26th St. (713) 524-8214.

LUBBOCK-Unprogrammed worship, Sunday morning at 10:45. Lutheran Student Center, 2615 19th St. Please use back door. (806) 796-3371 or 791-4860.

RIO GRANDE VALLEY-Unprogrammed worship every 10 a.m. Sundays. For location call Carol J. Brown. (210) 688-4855.

SAN ANTONIO-Unprogrammed worship 1st day 11 a.m. First-day school 10 a.m. 627 N. Dillard St. (210) 945-8466.

UTAH-LDS-Unprogrammed worship and First-day school 10 a.m. The Whitaker Center, 300 North and 400 East. Telephone: (435) 753-1299.

SALT LAKE CITY-Unprogrammed meeting and First-day school 10 a.m. 505 South Temple. (801) 359-1506 or 582-0719.

Vermont

BARTON-Clover Friends Meeting 9:30 a.m. Sundays. 224 State St. (802) 388-2003 or 525-6926.

BENNINGTON-Worship, Sundays 11 a.m., Senior Citizen Center, 214 Pleasant St., 1 block north. 2 block east of intersection of Route 7 and Main St. (802) 442-6310.

BURLINGTON-Worship 10 a.m. Sunday, noon Wednesday at 173 North Prospect St. (802) 660-9291. Information: Owens, (802) 846-5331, or (802) 847-2179.

BURLINGTON-Central Parish, 10 a.m. at Parent/Child Center, 11 Monroe St., Burlington. (802) 388-7884.

Burlington-Friends Meeting Sunday 10 a.m. at the center of Burlington. Phone: (802) 454-4875.

PUTNEY-Worship, Sunday, 8:30 and 10:30 a.m. Adult discussion 9:30 a.m. (802) 359-3014.

SOUTH STARKSBORO-Worship and First-day school Sundays 9:30 a.m. Meeting 9 a.m. Robert Turner (802) 453-4925.

WILTON-Worship, 1st day 10 a.m. at Goodwill, 2206-2208 N. 21st St. (541) 388-2003.

Virginia

ALEXANDRIA-Worship every First day 11 a.m. 401 29th St. (703) 787-0423. First-day school 9:45 a.m.

Frances, 303-655-8562.

SOUTH STARKSBORO-Worship and First-day school Sundays 9:30 a.m. Meeting 9 a.m. Robert Turner (802) 453-4925.

WILTON-Worship, 1st day 10 a.m. at Goodwill, 2206-2208 N. 21st St. (541) 388-2003.

WATERFORD-Worship, Sunday, 9 a.m., 802-285-6408.

ALEXANDRIA-Worship every First day 11 a.m. 401 29th St. (703) 787-0423. First-day school 9:45 a.m.

Frances, 303-655-8562.

SOUTH STARKSBORO-Worship and First-day school Sundays 9:30 a.m. Meeting 9 a.m. Robert Turner (802) 453-4925.
The great need today, as it was in Jesus' time, is a great conviction that the spirit and attitudes of men can be changed; that human nature is plastic and can be formed into something other than that which we see at this moment.

Clarence E. Pickett, unpublished journal, January 3, 1937

To live in that state of tension which enables us to be at the same time critic and friend of government, to study its workings sufficiently to be able to help religious insight become political action, remains part of our duty and call. And withal and beyond all, to mainin an abiding faith in the power of good to overcome evil, to live in that way of loving service for which we all most deeply yearn: nothing less than this kind of energetic commitment of our whole lives can satisfy the inner sanctuary of the human spirit.

Clarence E. Pickett, For More Than Bread, p.420

Clarence Evan Pickett was born in 1884, both of his parents coming from a long line of Quaker ancestors. The youngest in a family of eight children, he grew up on a farm in Glen Elder, Kansas. His personal growth was influenced by the rigorous demands of farm life, the visits by traveling lay Quaker ministers, and the opening of a window to the wider world by an older sister working for Friends in Japan.

The first in his family to go beyond high school, Clarence graduated from Penn College in Oskaloosa, Iowa, and then went to Hartford Theological Seminary for three years. Following his graduation he and Lilly Dale Peckham, of Union, Iowa, were married and moved to Toronto, Canada, where Clarence was pastor of the local meeting. It was in this Canadian setting that Clarence, a strong pacifist, was confronted by the challenges of wartime.

In 1917 he felt called to be pastor of Oskaloosa Friends Church. The United States was already at war. Clarence refused to buy any Liberty Bonds. Penn College students sought his counsel on issues relating to the war.

Then, following five years as secretary of the board of Young Friends Activities of the Five Years Meeting, Clarence became professor of biblical literature and church history at Earlham College in Richmond, Indiana. His liberal views, theologically and politically, were disquieting for many trustees.

In 1929 he moved to Philadelphia to be executive secretary of the American Friends Service Committee. It was during his tenure as executive secretary (and then as honorary secretary and executive secretary emeritus) that the AFSC achieved national and international stature. He was close to Eleanor Roosevelt and through her had access to the President. It was Clarence who suggested that a Quaker delegation be sent to Germany following the infamous Kristallnacht, the "night of broken glass." Clarence Pickett was the first chairman of the American Council on Race Relations. In 1947 the AFSC and the Friends Service Council in Great Britain, on behalf of the Religious Society of Friends as a whole, received the Nobel Peace Prize.

The above information was compiled by Lawrence McK. Miller, author of Witness for Humanity, a biography of Clarence Pickett.

As part of Pendle Hill's Campaign for a New Century, we honor Clarence Pickett, who was involved with Pendle Hill from its very inception. In 1929, he served on the organizing committee of the "New School," that was to open with the name of Pendle Hill in the fall of 1930. Indeed, Waysmeet, the Pickett home from 1937 to 1950, is now part of the Pendle Hill campus.

For information on how you can honor a special person by making an investment in Pendle Hill, please contact:

Barbara Parsons
Director of Development
Pendle Hill
338 Plush Mill Road
Wallingford, PA 19086
1-800-742-3150, ext. 132 or
E-mail: contributions@pendlehill.org